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ENTERPRISE AND LIFELONG LEARNING COMMITTEE

27th Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Wednesday 28 November 2001

The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in The Hub, Castlehill, Edinburgh to consider
the following agenda items:

1. Statutory Instrument: The Committee will consider the following negative
instrument—

The Northern College of Education (Closure) (Scotland) Order 2001 (SSI
2001/407)

2. Lifelong Learning Inquiry Case Studies Report Back:  The Reporters to the
Committee will report on the case study visits to Dundee and Fife, to the REAL
Partnership in Glasgow and the SCDI seminar.

3. Lifelong Learning Inquiry: The Committee will take evidence from—

Open University in Scotland Mr Peter Syme (Director)
Professor Judith George (Assistant Director
- Development)
Dr George Callaghan (Social Science Staff
Tutor)

Highlands and Island Enterprise Mr Jim Hunter (Chairman)
 Mr Sandy Cumming (Chief Executive)

Mr Alex Paterson (Director of Developing
Skills).

Scottish Enterprise           Mr Robert Crawford (Chief Executive)
Mr Alan Sinclair (Senior Director, Skills &
Learning)
Ms Sue Baldwin (Director, Skills
Development)

Simon Watkins
Clerk to the Committee

Room 2.7, Committee Chambers
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 28 November 2001

Subordinate Legislation

The following negative instrument was laid before Parliament on 7 November 2001,
and is attached at Annex A:

The Northern College of Education (Closure) (Scotland) Order 2001 (SSI
2001/407)

This instrument makes provision for the closure of the Northern College in exercise
of the powers conferred by Section 47 of the Further and Higher Education
(Scotland) Act 1992.  The College will be merged with the Universities of Aberdeen
and Dundee.

The Subordinate Legislation Committee has considered The Northern College of
Education (Closure) (Scotland) Order 2001 (SSI 2001/407) and has drawn the
attention of the Committee to various drafting points.  The appropriate section of the
Subordinate Legislation Committee’s report is attached.

Scottish Executive officials will be present at the meeting to explain the effect of the
instrument, and to answer any questions that members may have.  Further
information on the instrument is contained in the Executive Note attached to it.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to consider any issues that it wishes to raise in
reporting to the Parliament on this instrument.

Simon Watkins
Clerk to the Committee
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Instruments subject to annulment

The Northern College Of Education (Closure) (Scotland) Order 2001, (SSI
2001/407)

1. The Committee raised eight points with the Executive on the Order.  The
Committee received a reply from the Department of Education and Lifelong
Learning, reproduced at Appendix A, which it considered to be less than satisfactory.

2. Firstly, the Committee asked why the definitions of Aberdeen and Dundee
Universities in article 2 are needed when the former was defined as meaning simply
the “University of Aberdeen” and the latter as the “University of Dundee”.  The
Department replied that it inserted the definitions to ensure the bodies each attracted
their correct legal personality.

3. The Committee considers that the response is obscure.  Previous exercises of
the enabling power have used the word “University” to save referring to the full name
of the University concerned each time it occurs.  In such a case, there is a clear
need to define the term with reference to the University involved and the use of an
interpretation provision is entirely proper.

4. In the present Order it is not obvious that using the term “Aberdeen University”
instead of the “University of Aberdeen” or “Dundee University” instead of the
“University of Dundee” serves any useful purpose.  Indeed, it may only serve to
confuse the reader.  Accordingly, the Committee notes that although the definition
does no harm it is not proper drafting practice.

5. The Committee therefore draws the attention of the Parliament and lead
committee to the instrument on the grounds that it fails to comply with proper
drafting practice in relation to the definitions of the two universities in article 2.

6. Secondly, the Committee noted that "staff” are referred to in article 4(1)(b) and
(2)(b) as the “property, rights, liabilities and obligations” to which the College is
entitled.  The Committee requested an explanation of this unusual provision.  The
Committee also asked what “prior to the vesting date” in those paragraphs means
and why there is no definition of “vesting date”.  It was assumed that “vesting date” is
intended to mean 1 December 2001, but as this date is set out in full at various
places in the instrument it is not clear that this is the case.

7. The Department accepts that including staff amongst “property, rights, liabilities
and obligations” is unusual.  However, members of staff do have rights against the
respective bodies and their contracts are obligations to be undertaken by the
respective bodies.  The style used follows the previous college closure order styles
and it was felt more appropriate to be consistent.

8. Thirdly, the Department acknowledges that there is no definition of vesting date
but points out that article 4(1) states that the specified items there will be transferred
to, and vested in, the governing body on 1st December.  Therefore no confusion
arises as to what is the vesting date.
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9. The Committee considers that the response on this point can hardly be
considered satisfactory.  It is, in fact, not the case that previous college dissolution
orders have adopted this style.  On the contrary, to the Committee's knowledge,
none of these orders or, indeed, the enabling statute has adopted this approach.  It
would have been surprising if they had.  Staff transfer has been dealt with separately
under a different article or section.  The Committee appreciates that provision must
be made in respect of staff contracts but notes that article 6 of the Order appears to
achieve this.  The purpose of the two subparagraphs is therefore obscure.  On any
view the drafting is defective.

10. The Department does not address the meaning of the phrase “prior to vesting
date”.  It is unclear at what point before the vesting date staff must have been
employed.  Again, the Committee considers that the meaning of the provision is
obscure and, as a result, the drafting is undoubtedly defective.

11. While the Department may be right that there is no confusion as to what is meant
by “vesting date”, the Committee observes that it is bad practice to use different
terms to mean the same thing in the same legislative instrument.

12. The Committee therefore draws the attention of the Parliament and lead
committee to these provisions on the grounds of defective drafting and that,
on two counts, they do not comply with proper drafting practice.

13. On the fourth point, the Committee asked to what the words “non-recurrent grant
under any earlier regulations” in line 4 of article 5 actually refer.  The Committee also
had difficulty in following this article, which consists of thirteen lines of unbroken
sentence, and said it would welcome an explanation of its purpose and effect.

14. The Department replied that the Grant-Aided Colleges (Scotland) Grant
Regulations 1989 made provision for the payment by the Secretary of State of non-
recurrent grants to colleges of education and central institutions in Scotland, and for
conditions of, and requirements relating to, such grants.  The 1989 Regulations
provided, inter alia, that no major building work should be undertaken on applicable
land or property without the approval of the Scottish Ministers, and that the proceeds
from the disposal of such land or property (less costs) be repaid to the Scottish
Ministers; and that these requirements would apply to land or buildings provided with
the aid of similar non-recurrent grants made under all earlier regulations, with
specific reference to the Colleges of Education (Scotland) Regulations 1987 and the
Further Education (Scotland) Regulations 1959.

15. Article 5 of the Order provides for the requirements placed upon the governing
body of Northern College of Education in respect of any such non-recurrent grant
previously received to be transferred to the governing body of the appropriate
University.  Similar provision has been included in previous closure Orders.

16. While the Executive has provided the explanation requested, the Committee
found it no easier to follow than the text of the Order.  The response itself contains
an unbroken sentence of eight lines of typescript.  It is appreciated that similar
provisions have been included in earlier exercises of the enabling power but the
Committee notes that in those instances the provision was shorter and less complex.
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17. Unbroken text of the length of article 5 is hardly user-friendly and proper drafting
practice is to split the subject matter into shorter sentences and sub-divisions.

18. The Committee therefore draws this article to the attention of the
Parliament and lead committee on the grounds of failure to follow proper
drafting practice.

19. Fifthly, article 7 provides for the governing body of the College to be dissolved, in
effect simultaneously, with the winding up of the body.  However, the Committee
noted that the enabling power, section 47(6) of the Further and Higher Education
(Scotland) Act 1992 provides that the order dissolving the governing body must be
made “when the winding up is completed”.  As this seems to envisage a sequence of
events ending with the dissolution of a governing body, the Committee asked the
Department to confirm that the order will complete the winding up of the College.

20. The Department explained that the manner of closure agreed by the relevant
institutions is that when the college is closed at midnight on 1st December all closure
matters will have been dealt with and the college should then be wound up.  The
winding up will be completed on the day the closure takes place.  All work in this
connection has been carried out by the institutions in advance of this date.

21. In the light of the Department’s explanation, the Committee considers that article
7 of the Order seems unobjectionable.  The Committee therefore draws the
instrument to the attention of the Parliament and lead committee on the
grounds that article 7 required further explanation, supplied by the
Department.

22. On the sixth point, footnote (b) on page 1 lists as amendments to the Colleges of
Education (Scotland) Regulations 1987, a number of instruments few of which
appear relevant to this instrument.  The Committee asked why the amendments are
cited.

23. The Department replied that the amendments to the 1987 Regulations are cited
to give the reader full information as to the colleges to which those Regulations have
been applied.

24. The Committee has remarked on previous occasions that it is not correct drafting
practice to include references to instruments not relevant to the instrument in
question.  The Committee considers that, in this instance, information about
other colleges falls into that category and therefore draws the attention of the
Parliament and lead committee to the failure of the Department to follow
proper drafting practice in relation to footnote (b) on page 1.

25. On the seventh point, the Department was also asked to explain why footnote (b)
on page 4 lists an unnecessary amendment, SI 1992/1597, whilst omitting a relevant
one, SI 1994/1715.

26. The Department noted the omission of a relevant amending instrument and
undertakes to make the appropriate request for the annual volume to be amended.
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SI 1992/1597 is considered relevant, however, on the basis that it amends a relevant
definition.

27. The Executive has acknowledged the error in relation to the omission of the
footnote reference.  The Committee accepts the Department's position in relation to
SI 1992/1597.

28. The Committee therefore draws attention to the failure to follow proper
drafting practice in relation to the footnote error on page 4, acknowledged by
the Department.

29. On the final point, the Committee noted that no provision is made in the order to
take account of any restrictions on transfer to which the property of the College may
be subject.  It may be that there are no such restrictions but the Committee asked for
confirmation.

30. The Department replied that the institutions deal with the transfer.  They have not
advised of any restrictions on the transfer.

31. The Committee observes that although the institutions may deal with the transfer,
Ministers make the Order.  It is incumbent on them, therefore, to ensure that it is
properly made and effective.

32. The Committee notes that if there had been reversionary or other similar rights
there might have been legal problems but, as there appear to be none in this case,
the Committee simply notes the Department’s response as providing the explanation
requested.

33. The Committee therefore draws the attention of the Parliament and lead
committee to the Department's reply as providing the explanation requested.
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THE NORTHERN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (CLOSURE) (SCOTLAND) ORDER
2001 (S.S.I. 2001/207)

1. On 13th November the Committee asked the Executive for an explanation of
the following matters—

2. The Committee notes the definitions of Aberdeen and Dundee Universities in
article 2 and enquires why this is needed.

3. The Committee requests explanations of: why staff are referred to in article
4(1)(b) and (2)(b) as the “property, rights, liabilities and obligations” to which
the College is entitled; what is meant by “prior to the vesting date” in those
paragraphs and why there is no definition of “vesting date”.  It is assumed that
this is intended to mean 1 December 2001, but as this date is set out in full at
various places in the instrument it is not clear that this is the case.

4. The Committee asks to what the words “non-recurrent grant under any earlier
regulations” in line 4 of article 5 actually refer. The Committee also had
difficulty in following this article, which consists of 13 lines of unbroken
sentence, and would welcome an explanation of its purpose and effect.

5. It is noted that article 7 provides for the governing body of the College to be
dissolved in effect simultaneously with the winding up of the body.  However,
the enabling power, section 47(6) of the Further and Higher Education
(Scotland) Act 1992 provides that the order dissolving the governing body
must be made “when the winding up is completed”.  This seems to envisage a
sequence of events ending with the dissolution of a governing body and the
Executive is therefore asked to confirm that the order will complete the
winding up of the College.

6. The Committee notes that footnote (b) on page 1 lists as amendments to the
Colleges of Education (Scotland) Regulations 1987, a number of few of which
appear relevant to this instrument.  The Executive is asked to explain why the
amendments have been cited.

7. The Executive is also asked to explain why footnote (b) on page 4 lists an
unnecessary amendment (SI 1992/1597) whilst omitting a relevant one
(SI 1994/1715).

8. The Committee notes that no provision is made in the order to take account of
any restrictions on transfer to which the property of the College may be
subject.  It may be that there are no such restrictions but the Committee would
welcome confirmation

The Scottish Executive responds as follows:

2. The Executive inserted the definitions to ensure the bodies each attracted
their correct legal personality.
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3. The Executive accepts that including staff amongst “property, rights, liabilities
and obligations” is unusual.  However the staff do have rights against the respective
bodies and their contracts are obligations to be undertaken by the respective bodies.
The style used follows the previous college closure order styles and it was felt more
appropriate to be consistent.  There is no definition of vesting date. However article
4(1) states that on 1st December there will be transferred to and vested in the
governing body the specified items.  There is no confusion as to what is the vesting
date.

4. The Grant-Aided Colleges (Scotland) Grant Regulations 1989 made provision
for the payment by the Secretary of State of non-recurrent grants to colleges of
education and central institutions in Scotland, and for conditions of, and
requirements relating to, such grants.  The 1989 Regulations provided, inter alia, that
no major building work should be undertaken on applicable land or property without
the approval of the Scottish Ministers, and that the proceeds from the disposal of
such land or property (less costs) be repaid to the Scottish Ministers; and that these
requirements would apply to land or buildings provided with the aid of similar non-
recurrent grants made under all earlier regulations, with specific reference to the
Colleges of Education (Scotland) Regulations 1987 and the Further Education
(Scotland) Regulations 1959.

Article 5 of the Order provides for the requirements placed upon the governing body
of Northern College of Education in respect of any such non-recurrent grant
previously received to be transferred to the governing body of the appropriate
University.  Similar provision has been included in previous closure Orders.

5.  In terms of section 47(1) of the 1992 Act the Scottish Ministers have the
power to close and wind up the college.  This can be done in one or two orders.  The
manner of closure which has been agreed by the relevant institutions is that when
the college is closed at midnight on 1st December all closure matters will have been
dealt with and the college should then be wound up.  The winding up will be
completed on the day the closure takes place.  All work in this connection has been
carried out by the institutions in advance of this date.  This Order has been drafted
on similar terms to all previous closure Orders.

6. The Executive have cited the amendments to the 1987 Regulations to give
the reader full information as to the colleges to which those Regulations have been
applied.

7. The Executive notes the omission of a relevant amending instrument and will
make the appropriate request for the annual volume to be amended.  S.I. 1992/1597
is considered relevant however on the basis that it amends a relevant definition.

8. The institutions deal with the transfer.  They have not advised the Executive of
any restrictions on the transfer.

Lucy Hunter

for Scottish Executive Education and Lifelong Learning Department
15th November 2001
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Case Study Visit to Dundee and Fife

Summary

This paper gives a report back on the case study visit made by Marilyn Livingstone,
Kenny MacAskill and Kenneth Macintosh to the Dundee City Partnership and
Scottish Enterprise Fife on 5 November 2001.  The paper identifies issues which
were raised during the visit and which might be further explored in the course of the
lifelong learning inquiry.

Background

The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee agreed on 19 September 2001 to
appoint Marilyn Livingstone, Kenny MacAskill and Kenneth Macintosh as reporters
on a case study to explore volume training.

The reporters met representatives from the Dundee City Partnership, staff from
Dundee College, Skillseekers and Modern Apprentices in Dundee, and, in Fife, local
employers who had participated in the FAST-TRAC project, provider members of the
FAST-TRAC project, Skillseekers and members of the Scottish Executive
Opportunities and Choices Working Group.

Dundee City Partnership
The Dundee City Partnership currently consists of Dundee City Council, Dundee
College, Scottish Enterprise Tayside, the Dundee and Tayside Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Tayside Careers Limited and the Employment Service. The
group has prepared an action plan for employment under the European Employment
Strategy (which has not been appended but which is available from the Clerks).  The
plan defines the actions which each partner will take to address unemployment in the
city.

FAST-TRAC Project
This project, running since 1995, pools further education and enterprise company
funds to achieve concordance between college-based further education and
Skillseeker development and delivery. Skillseekers in Fife can either choose full-time
college education  or be placed with an employer for work-based learning (and
usually involving day release studies).  Although FAST-TRAC wanted to provide both
“college model” and “employer model” Skillseekers and their employers the full range
of qualifications from which to choose, Scottish Enterprise had continued to restrict
funding for employer based Skillseekers to SVQs only.  Some young people were
studying for both NC or HNC type qualifications in addition to SVQs in an integrated
manner to allow funding to be accessed.  Employers in Fife are contracted directly
by FAST-TRAC, rather than being involved via an intermediary.  Employers have
been supported by FAST-TRAC Training Executives to control the focus of their
training and to ensure that it is designed to meet the needs of their business.
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Opportunities and Choices Working Group

Opportunities and Choices was a consultation launched by the late Donald Dewar
which led to the recognition of five major themes necessary to improve the agenda
for young people:

� raising awareness of learning opportunities and the importance of learning
through life;

� improving access to learning opportunities for people, including people with low
income backgrounds and people in the workplace;

� extending participation - ensuring fewer people are excluded from learning
opportunities;

� encouraging progression at all levels; and
� ensuring quality in all aspects of provision.

The Working Group has been established by the Executive to drive progress in this
area under the key themes above.

Issues

The following issues were raised in the course of the day.

� Need for advice, guidance and support: we were struck by the difference in the
knowledge and awareness of the young people in Fife compared with those in
Dundee.  Learners in Fife knew what they were studying, and why, and gave the
impression that they had been enabled to make clear choices about their learning
and were aware of potential progression routes.  Learners in Dundee, on the
other hand, seemed to have made little or no choices about their learning and
were indeed surprised to find (from us) that a choice could be possible.  Several
of these young people were unaware that they were Skillseekers, and had clearly
had no guidance as to alternative possibilities.   However we did note that one
young person with dyslexia had made considerable progress when provided with
appropriate mentoring and peer support.  The young people responded positively
to the idea of being given a wider choice and also to having some clear
entitlement to training. In Fife, both Employers and young people welcomed the
additional guidance and support supplied by FAST-TRAC Training Executives.

� Simplification of funding streams (for providers): we heard that learners are
supported through Scottish Further Education Funding Council, Enterprise
Network and European funding.  Each of these streams has different auditing and
recording requirements which place seemingly unnecessary burdens on staff and
institutions.  In addition, parity of esteem was clearly affected where young
people were labelled as Skillseekers or Modern Apprentices rather than simply
students or learners.  The employers we met were also concerned with the
bureaucracy imposed by these learning streams, and whilst understanding the
need to provide accountability for public funding, considered that more should be
done to reduce form-filling.
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� Inappropriate funding mechanisms: we heard that, in addition to limiting
employers and trainees to VQs, the Enterprise Network’s funding mechanism
means that funding is divided up and awarded on completion of ‘milestones’ in
training.  Engineering employers in particular told us that this mechanism was not
appropriate for the kind of training they sought.  Further, we heard that there was
pressure on young people to achieve quickly so as to access the funding, and
that this reduced the value of the training and failed to promote sustainable
employment.  Employers in Fife claimed bureaucracy had recently become much
worse for them because of new Scottish Enterprise requirements, and preferred
earlier working relationships with FAST-TRAC. We heard from almost all the
witnesses in the course of the day that funding was driving learning, rather than
vice-versa.  We heard from some witnesses that this situation could be redressed
by an entitlement (below) where funding followed the learner.

� Learning entitlement: we heard much evidence about the need for a learning
entitlement, not least to provide a level playing field for all young people.  We
heard that an entitlement would genuinely assist in particular young people who
are at risk of exclusion and alienation from an education system which has often
let them down at school.  We heard that a fixed entitlement could be
supplemented to reflect additional costs for, for example, young lone parents and
learners with special needs.  We also heard from some young people in Fife that
there are differences in the way college-model and employer-model Skillseekers
receive other public funding – employer-model Skillseekers are not eligible for
help towards, for example, glasses and dental treatment whilst college-model
Skillseekers are.

� Reduction of audit burden: we heard again that the audit burden imposed on
colleges by publicly-funded bodies was very high.  We wonder whether a single
funding system, as outlined above, might not provide the opportunity to create a
single financial audit system.  Some reference was also made to the quality audit
burden, and again the issue arose as to whether a single quality audit system
would not be better from both a bureaucracy and value for public money position.

� Need for increased choice and flexibility: as noted above, some young people
have limited choice, if any, in the learning provided by the state.  We also heard
from employers that they are best placed to choose the most appropriate
qualification for their trainees.  Enterprise Network funding is tied to Scottish
Vocational Qualifications, or SVQs, and employers told us that this was not
always the best qualification for their needs.  We also heard from some
employers that the new arrangements being brought in by Scottish Enterprise
were reducing even further whatever flexibility had previously existed.  It was
argued by employers that this lack of flexibility was particularly severe at
intermediate skills levels and was probably contributing to  skills shortages at
technician level.  In particular, a plea was made to allow HNC/HND level
qualifications to be fundable.

� Variance of standards: some of the young people we spoke to in Dundee were
receiving little or indeed no ‘training’ or ‘education’ at all.  In these cases, the
young people were being assessed as to their competency but had no
understanding of what competencies they were being assessed in, and no sense
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that they might be learning anything as opposed simply to doing it.  These were
the young people who had had little sense of choice in their learning and we
received a strong impression that they were being put through a process to meet
targets – and make money – for others. In addition, we wondered if this bad-
practice approach was itself contributing to an undervaluing of SVQs.

� Need for better guidance: whilst much time and effort has been expended in
creating opportunities for young people, we heard that the lack of awareness of
alternatives to traditional academic achievement was extremely low.  This tied in
with the evidence we heard from all the young people we met that the guidance
they had received at school from careers professionals had been very poor.
Where useful careers guidance had been received at school, it tended to be from
guidance teachers.  This again linked to evidence we heard that since school
targets are linked to the Higher Still framework, the emphasis within schools is
still very much on academic performance rather than broader personal and social
development.

� Need for more support for some young people: in Fife, the local authority
provides traineeships for young people who are, for a range of reasons, not job-
ready.  These young people need more time and more support than other
trainees; the local authority clearly sees a role for itself in supporting them, and
we heard that 65% of the trainees will eventually gain employment, not
necessarily with the authority.  Given the range of individual needs that the
council is dealing with, it was very critical of the milestoning system now being
imposed.

� National Training Organisations: none of the employers we spoke to had ever
been approached or consulted by their National Training Organisation (NTO) on
the framework for the qualifications.  One of the employers had had to develop its
own qualification because there was no appropriate one available in the national
system.

� Value of partnerships: good work seems to be coming out of partnerships in
both Dundee and Fife.  The Dundee Partnership has defined the roles and
responsibilities of its members, and although these do not include at this stage
either higher education or community education, a wider partnership is
envisaged.  The FAST-TRAC members were also keen to point out that one of
the major benefits of the project has been the strong partnership which has been
created.

� Beyond economic development: the volume training agenda is moving away
from a strict economic development perspective – due in part to increasing levels
of employment – and towards a more integrated, community capacity building,
social inclusion agenda.  We heard that there is a need to recognise that for
some people, for a variety of reasons, economic independence is not necessarily
the key goal but learning can provide individual and wider social benefits which
should not be ignored.

� Portability of qualifications: we heard evidence that the Scottish Credit and
Qualifications Framework is not embedded across Scotland’s learning sectors.
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We noted one or two examples where access and credit transfer arrangements
have been negotiated, but that these arrangements are time-consuming and
depend on individual contacts and relationships between colleges and
universities, rather than being supported by the framework or any funding.  It is
clear that the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework is not understood well
by many of those participating in learning, or by employers and wider society.  At
least some of this confusion seems to be due to higher education institutions’
inconsistency in accepting non-traditional qualifications as deserving credit for
degree-level study.

� Opportunities and Choices: we noted that, for civil service staffing reasons,
very little work has been done on Opportunities and Choices since its launch in
1999. We noted that pilot studies were underway but that these covered only 53
learners.  There did not seem to be an intention to use the FAST-TRAC
experience as part of the pilot, which seems to us odd given the much larger
sample numbers involved, and the generally positive reports from employers and
learners.  A recent evaluation report1 may shed more light on this issue.  The
Group told us that some elements of the system were working quite well at the
moment, and also noted that several elements proposed to improve the system –
Future Skills Scotland, Careers Scotland – have yet to be established.    The
Group also highlighted future demographic challenges, querying whether full-time
post-school education was likely to be a viable option in future given falling
numbers of young people.  Some members of the group were clearly dissatisfied
at slow progress in actually taking forward the agenda, and argued that priorities
should be firstly, simplifying funding, and secondly, increasing qualification
choice.

Conclusions

The visit was useful in demonstrating the range of actions which have been taken at
local level to address similar problems of high unemployment following the decline in
traditional industries.  We received a clear demonstration of the benefit of proper
advice and guidance to young people, and we also noted the positive impact of
effective partnership working.  We saw that the focus of workplace training is trying
to move away from a ‘bums on seats’ philosophy towards a more holistic social and
economic approach, which seeks to ensure that the needs of individuals and the
economy can be aligned rather than opposed.  However, we were also concerned
that it was local initiatives that were driving good practice forward, while central
agendas were continuing to thwart flexibility and development.

Marilyn Livingstone MSP
Kenny MacAskill MSP
Kenneth Macintosh MSP

                                           
1 published by Professor Jim Gallacher, the Committee’s adviser
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Case Study Visit to The REAL Partnership in Glasgow

Introduction

Brian Fitzpatrick MSP, Mr Duncan Hamilton MSP and David Mundell MSP
visited the REAL Partnership in Glasgow on 12 November 2001 as Reporters
to the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee's inquiry into Lifelong
Learning.

The purpose of the visit was to find out about the different strategies and
approaches used by this scheme to attract and sustain people in lifelong and
lifewide learning. During the morning session, the Reporters to the Committee
received presentations from key members of the Partnership. In the afternoon
Mr Fitzpatrick and Mr Mundell visited three examples of the Partnership in
action:

The morning session consisted of briefings on the background and activities
of the REAL partnership. These briefings were conducted by members of
Scottish Enterprise Glasgow and included exhibits illustrating the different
learning environments available to those involved with REAL

The afternoon site visits were a chance to see the REAL partnership in action
and included first hand experience of the different learning environments.

These were:

� within a business environment at a class and the Learning Centre at
Tennent Caledonian Breweries;

� in the community; observing a visiting class of schoolchildren and meeting
staff and customers at the REAL facilities at Ibrox Library;

� in a project base seeing a film and music presentation put together at The
Lighthouse which had developed out of a Summer Access programme
with secondary school age pupils. The Reporters met and discussed the
project with the project leaders and participants involved.

Background

The REAL Partnership was formed nearly two years ago by Scottish
Enterprise Glasgow in collaboration with Glasgow City Council, Learning and
Teaching Scotland, Glasgow Telecolleges Network, the University of
Strathclyde, the University of Glasgow and Glasgow Caledonian University.

Research had convinced Scottish Enterprise that any programme intending to
extend lifelong learning would need to encompass a wider perspective than
just the skills agenda.

The REAL approach recognises that learning needs to be structured in a
more accessible way with pathways for every level and every age to be
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available to help build a culture of lifelong learning.  By working in co-
operation with the City Council and its Library Service, with local universities
and colleges and by bringing on board employers both large and small, REAL
seeks to harness the learning network and put it in touch with the widest
possible audience.

REAL has set up learning bases in 32 Glasgow Community Libraries.  These
are all equipped with a suite of computers and are free and available for
Glasgow residents to use once they have registered with the scheme.  In
order to widen participation, learning centres have also been set up in a
number of workplaces (nearly 70 to date).  Workplace learning centres have a
designated member of staff as a voluntary learning champion, and in larger
companies may have a full-time learning officer. Learning materials and
access to on-line resources are available to employees who register for the
scheme.  Registered users of workplace schemes can also access their
learning accounts at other learning centres in the REAL Partnership ie.
community libraries.  On-line course currently on offer include, European
Computer Driving Licence, Local History Investigations, Business
Healthcheck and Developing People.

Success story

Reporters found a number of elements to be working extremely well and
many examples of good practice. REAL’s objectives include:
:
� Placing the individual at the centre of REAL activity
� Informal learning as a strategy for inclusion
� Use of technology and supportive environments to support learning

The Reporters were impressed that:

� The desire to learn was being turned into the likelihood of participation by
encouraging all types of learning in order to motivate non-traditional
learners, in particular those who had negative experiences of education,
particularly in school.  By not being prescriptive about what could be
learnt, the Partnership is successful in recruiting people who previously
would not have become involved in any type of education post school.

� Reporters noted the emphasis placed on the motivation of the learner and
the role of REAL in turning that desire into a reality. In noting the 10% gap
between those who were identified as wishing to be involved in lifelong
learning and those who were able to do so (1998 SE), the Reporters
shared the desire of REAL to increase the levels of participation. The
Reporters also noted with interest the target of 100,000 additional learners
which would bring the Glasgow participation rates up to those of the
highest in the UK. The Reporters commend the partnership for the setting
of ambitious and challenging targets.
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� The different partners were seen to be acting together successfully sharing
information and resources.  Encouraging, not competing, for students
particularly at the start of the learner’s journey.

� Tactics to encourage inclusion importantly incorporated a ‘fun’ element –
this was particularly so in the libraries where different strategies were used
eg. bounce and tickle sessions, to bring pre-school children and young
children in to centres with their families.  As a result, many young single
mothers with low aspirations were being brought into the scheme.

� The involvement of members of staff trained as ‘champions’ of lifelong
learning in the workplace was helping to guide fellow workers into the
learning culture – especially so with those reluctant or unsure of what they
could achieve. Staffing learning centres in the business environment were
encouraged. In the libraries it was also recognised that people needed to
be assisted especially at the beginning in order to facilitate the process of
finding suitable starting points for study.   Specially trained staff had been
allocated roles in the REAL centres.

� There were a range of adaptable structures for businesses both large and
small to develop a learning facility, from advice on setting up learning
centres in large companies to the “REAL in a box” idea for SMEs.

� A range of materials was being produced to ensure the smooth running of
centres and assist the staff or champions.  In addition learning materials
were being produced that would appeal to the more challenging client
groups eg. young men in 18-25 age group.

� Libraries in particular areas of social deprivation were proving to be
particularly successful eg. in Sighthill the REAL learning centre was
bringing together asylum seeekers and local people.

Concerns

Monitoring and measuring success levels - is the scheme encouraging a
diversity of people to join and are they taking their learning beyond the ‘hobby’
interest to more formal qualifications?

Stewardship of public resources - should money be spent enabling people to
find out more about their hobbies and interests rather than learning routes
which will lead to some economic benefit?

Poor or negative school experiences were often quoted as the reasons for
people not participating in education after they left school.  The Reporters
recognise this is not part of the current remit for this inquiry, but is still a
subject which will need to be addressed.

Reporters noted that the REAL partnership relies currently on word of mouth
and user experience to promote its service.  It was recognised that the
partnership might not have the capacity to cope with a dramatic increase in
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numbers which might result from advertising. While the Reporters recognise
the experience on which this judgement is made, it considers the need to
promote the possibilities open to users of the REAL partnership as vital to
future growth. Nevertheless, advertising the excellent opportunities in the
partnership to those reluctant or disengaged social groups will be a continuing
priority.

Obstacles

� There is a need for more on-line learning materials to fulfil gaps identified.
Shortages of material will continue to be identified as the popularity and
range of requests increases.  The REAL Partnership doesn’t want people
to be frustrated because they cannot access the learning materials they
want.

� Local access is very important - for different reasons people are unable to
travel to participate.  In the satellite stations (outlying libraries) demand is
already exceeding supply

� Staff development needs to keep up with the appropriate skill set required.
There has already been a cultural shift for library staff who now need to be
more pro-active and come out from behind the counter to engage people
in the learning process.  It will be a challenge to get enough trained staff in
place before centres open.

� The new skill sets that are required now are perhaps not the ones that
teachers, librarians etc were originally recruited with.  Additional and
ongoing training will be needed.

� There are some impediments to partners working together because of the
way funding is allocated.  Ultimately all partners are working for the same
goals but they don’t want to be deflected in the process by having to spend
time and effort in competing for finance.

13.11.01



SUBMISSION BY THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Introduction
The Open University welcomes the inquiry by the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Committee.  Scotland has much to build on, not least in recent developments
including the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework, the work of learndirect
Scotland and social inclusion initiatives in higher and further education.

But the focus has often been necessarily on the insttutional framework and less on
the learner.  That now needs to be corrected.  A strategy for lifelong learning in
Scotland must start with the Scottish people, must give them valid reasons for
engaging with learning and must convince them of the power of learning to fulfil
potential and enrich lives.

In its response to the Committee’s questions below the Open University would wish
to emphasise six key perspectives:

� Lifelong learning is about everyone’s needs, whether in the work-force or in
retirement, and not simply about students in full-time courses in further and
higher education.  Scotland needs an equitable framework of support for learning,
that enables the learner to choose the provison that is right for them,
educationally or vocationally, whatever the mode of study, without their choice
being skewed by barriers of funding or structures.  There is unfinished business
in ensuring equity of support, especially for part-time students.

� Too many Scots have concluded that learning is not for them, based on their
previous experience of formal education or on the cultural gap between
institutions and the communities they serve.

� As the Open University’s experience shows, it is possible to build gateways to
learning rather than erect barriers, without sacrificing quality or standards, but it
needs to be understood that timescales can be long, and that embedded systems
of advice and guidance and of learner support are indispensable.

� Some employers provide strong support for learning in their work-force, but many
do not: in particular there is little financial support available for the part-time
worker.  Scotland should consider the case for a statutory right to time off for
learning.

� Important steps have been taken in widening participation in formal further and
higher education, but more remains to be done.  The current scheme of Individual
Learning Accounts needs to be evaluated to see if it indeed reaching
unrepresented groups.  In principle and if targeted effectively, ILAs potentially
provide a valuable means of empowering learners, especially in groups now less
inclined to enter formal education or training.

� Scotland has a major asset in its approach to credit transfer, and a unitary
framework of qualifications, that can be built on.  The goal should be easily
transferred credit and mutually recognised qualifications, set in an European



context.  The Committee should actively encourage research and development in
personal development portfolios and similar initiatives that enable learning at all
levels to be understood and valued.

All this requires a diversity of provision designed to meet different needs.  Its
necessary underpinnings are the creation of conditions in which learners can move
easily around the system and in which institutional collaboration can flourish on a
level playing field in terms of institutional funding and student support.

1. Will the current strategic direction of lifelong learning policy meet Scotland's
economic objectives, what should a lifelong learning strategy for Scotland
encompass, and who should deliver it?

The strategic direction of Scottish lifelong learning policy
The Open University believes that the current strategic direction of lifelong learning
policy, as set by Opportunity Scotland in 1998, is correct in terms of the priorities and
objectives that it sets out. The role that it describes for lifelong learning in helping to
promote economic development, social inclusion and the development of individuals
remains as important as ever. There are major challenges ahead and this Inquiry
provides a timely opportunity to build on the proposals in Opportunity Scotland.

Many of those who are currently engaged in learning tend to have considerable
successful prior experience of learning; conversely, too many people still regard
learning as ‘not being for them’ and have no intention of returning to any sort of
learning.  While many of the barriers to participating in learning have been researched
and documented, some policy initiatives aimed at addressing these barriers need to be
made more effective and other barriers have not yet been addressed.  In short, lifelong
learning must be made more accessible and attractive to all adults if lifelong learning is
to make its full contribution to economic development and social inclusion.

A future strategy for lifelong learning in Scotland must reflect the needs of a diverse
learner population, the dominant characteristics of which are changing. Growing
numbers of older learners are entering the system and choose to study part-time,
combining their learning with work, family or other commitments.

Whilst the Scottish education system has undergone some change over recent years
aimed at making learning more flexible, attractive and accessible to learners and
potential learners through initiatives such as local learning centres, modular provision,
the increased availability of open and distance learning, part-time provision, the Scottish
Credit and Qualifications Framework and financial support for childcare provision, the
needs of learners have changed faster than the system.

We need to lose the anachronistic and increasingly inaccurate perceptions of learners
as young school-leavers in full-time residential provision. We have the opportunity to
make learning a valued, attractive and accessible activity for all, irrespective of age,
background or life circumstances, by ensuring that future public policy on lifelong
learning and associated financial and personal support is geared towards a wider and
more complex range of needs and expectations than at present.
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What a Scottish lifelong learning strategy should encompass
Economic development is undoubtedly an important purpose for learning, but if a future
strategy for lifelong learning is to be popular with, and relevant to, Scottish people at
large, it must embrace other valid reasons that people might have for taking up learning.
It is important that the Scottish Parliament does not lose sight of these reasons or
ignore the experience of generations of Open University students or adult learners more
widely from all backgrounds that learning at whatever age builds confidence, contributes
to personal well-being and improves life chances. Learning releases unfulfilled potential
and enriches lives.

As the influential first report of the UK-wide National Advisory Group on Continuing
Education and Lifelong Learning (NAGCELL) argued, lifelong learning should be for all
aspects of life and should meet a variety of needs and objectives.1  The report argues
that ‘[learning] should be for the whole of life and be life-enhancing’. It should:

� foster personal and collective development
� stimulate achievement
� encourage creativity
� provide and enhance skills
� contribute to the enlargement of knowledge itself
� enhance cultural and leisure pursuits
� underpin citizenship and independent living

Each of these objectives might be achieved through either structured formal learning or
informal learning on a part-time or full-time basis, depending upon the circumstances,
interests and aspirations of whoever is learning.

The Open University recommends that this definition of lifelong learning be endorsed
and adopted in Scotland. Any definition of publicly-funded learning should follow from
this ‘first-principles’ definition of lifelong learning.

Delivery of lifelong learning in Scotland
True partnership between different sets of stakeholders in the interests of learners
should be a key element of any future lifelong learning system in Scotland.  Learner-
centred collaboration between further and higher education institutions, adult and
community learning providers and employers should take place to enable learners to
have access to a wide range of learning and skills opportunities and learning methods in
any given geographical area.

Each learning provider might contribute according to their particular strengths, which
might be in specific subjects or delivery methods.  In support of both vocational skills
acquisition and continuing professional development, employers might offer
complementary work-based learning to their employees and high quality work
placements to prospective employees and other learners. Such a system would enable
learners in any location in Scotland to have access to learning of all types, modes,
methods and levels. The Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework might be used
by learners as a supra-institutional mechanism for recording and accumulating learning
completed over time and space and to enable learners to switch between learning
methods, modes and providers according to their needs over time.

                                                
1 Learning for the Twenty-First Century, National Advisory Group on Continuing Education and Lifelong
Learning, First Report, 1998
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2. How can we ensure that all Scotland's people have access to the right learning
opportunities for them, regardless of factors such as gender, age, socio-
economic background and geographic location?

There is a danger that many recent policy initiatives which are described as having the
potential to widen access through ‘empowering’ the learner and increasing the choice,
availability and flexibility of provision are more effective in increasing the participation of
those who are already most likely to take part in education and training.  International
research has shown that stimulating the supply of provision is unlikely to be sufficient to
encourage those who are least confident or inclined to participate.  Even for those who
have the interest and confidence to learn, reaching the stage of embarking upon a
course of learning takes a considerable amount of research into the options available,
assessment of personal and financial circumstances and self-belief. There is little
demand - whatever the oppportunities - for formal learning in many communities, which
is a direct reflection of the cultural distance between many individuals and the
processes of education, as well as issues relating to funds etc. Educators need to be
proactive in reaching out to those from disadvantaged backgrounds, and that this takes
money and time as well as changes in the way in which tertiary education is formulated.
Specific groups (eg. adult men, ethnic communities) need to be approached in different
ways. Long-term funding, linked to social and economic regeneration as well as the
notion of citizenship, is required, as is a more flexible and responsive system of learning
premised upon on the needs and aspirations of the learner.

The supply-side initiatives such as learndirect Scotland and individual learning accounts
are playing an indispensable role in fostering a new climate of learning. We need now to
assess the extent to which they are or could be further directed towards widening and
deepening participation amongst those with low educational qualifications and no recent
experience of learning.

Open entry
The higher education sector has historically selected its learner intake on the basis of a
relatively narrow range of academic qualifications. Whilst a number of institutions in
Scotland are moving towards a more broadly-based admissions system, which
recognises less traditional entry qualifications, such as further education qualifications,
even these admissions systems continue to select learners on the basis of prior
educational qualifications.  The Open University believes that such approaches can
sometimes militate against the widest possible access to higher education and act, in
particular, to exclude those with non-traditional entry qualifications or low educational
qualifications who are otherwise capable of, and motivated to, pursue higher education-
level study.

As long as learner demand remains high and restrictions on publicly-funded student
numbers remain in place, higher education institutions need means of rationing places
and selecting students that enjoy public confidence and help maintain standards.  As
part of their response to the social inclusion agenda, Scottish higher education
institutions have been exploring alternative routes into higher education that are not
reliant on conventional examination results or confined to full-time school leavers.  The
Open University believes there is much further to go in ensuring that entry to higher
education, especially for adults, takes proper account of learners' starting points,
including their previous experience of education and their level of confidence.  We need
gateways, not barriers.

The Open University operates an open entry system and combines it with a reputation
for quality in teaching and student support confirmed in successive Quality Assurance
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Agency review.  A necessary concomitant of open entry is comprehensive and well-
planned pre-entry guidance, specifically designed introductory modules that emphasise
the development of learning skills, and on-course learner support provided partly by the
tutorial system.  Open entry remains a radical idea, but the Open University experience
demonstrates that, when combined with personalised support, it is effective in enabling
motivated individuals to participate and succeed in higher education, irrespective of their
background.

It is not our contention that the Open University system of open entry and supported
open learning answers all the problems.  Scotland should aim for a diversity of provision
that responds to different needs in different ways.  To suport this, we need to create the
conditions in which learners can move easily around the system (see answer to
question 5) and in which institutional collaboration can flourish – notably a level playing
field in terms of institutional funds and student support.  New initiatives such as the
successful Openings programme show the value too of pre-entry support, though to
date no clear funding route has been identified for access courses of this kind.

Quality and standards
The terms ‘quality’ and ‘standards’ are often confused with one another and misapplied
in a higher education context.  Definitions of what is high quality learning provision
should centre on the quality of the educational process and the experience that the
student undergoes.  The Open University believes that there needs to be a robust
system of clearly understandable public information and assurance about the quality of
higher education provision in Scotland and across the UK generally.

The term ‘standards’ can relate to inputs to the system – the entry qualifications
required by learners to gain admission to a programme of study; and outputs from the
system – the extent to which qualifications of the same name from different institutions
are comparable to one another. It is misleading to consider entry standards as an
indicator of the quality of the educational process. Far more important is the ability to
have confidence in robust exit standards, assuring the comparability of the level of
qualifications of the same name being awarded by different higher education
institutions.

Learner support
Improving the flexibility with which learners can access learning, even with statutory
rights for time off for study, is probably not enough to ensure that people manage to
continue with, and complete, their learning programme once they have embarked upon
it. Learning is by its very nature demanding and, at times, difficult. Research conducted
by a number of sources, including the Economic and Social Research Council’s
research programme, ‘The Learning Society’,  has demonstrated that work or family
commitments can result in potential learners having little time to learn or in being unable
to make scheduled teaching times. This can be as great a barrier to participating in
learning as a lack of confidence or financial resources.  The Open University believes
that Scotland should create a system of personalised learner support that is available to
all learners, irrespective of age, prior experience of learning, sector, institution, mode of
method of study. The system might combine:

� pre-entry guidance on options for learning, including informal or short-course
learning where the individual wishes to try out subjects, learning methods or level of
learning, before committing to a programme of longer duration

� the opportunity for the learner and learning provider to discuss and compare
expectations of each other
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� advice and help for those who need it with meeting the cost of learning, childcare
and other related costs throughout the duration of the learning programme

� regular one-to-one contact with a tutor or learning adviser to provide guidance and
encouragement

� follow-up contact and advice and support on further learning once the initial
programme has been completed

E-learning
New methods of learning might also be beneficial to learners who are not attracted by
traditional institutional models of learning. For example, the potential of learning
delivered over the internet, or ‘e-learning’ is increasingly being promoted.  The Open
University believes that innovation in teaching methods is essential if the changing and
developing needs of learners are to be reflected and addressed. Since its
establishment, the Open University has been at the forefront of a range of teaching and
learning innovations.  However, it believes that it is essential that the potential benefits
and disadvantages of any new methods of teaching and learning are adequately
assessed before being introduced on a more widespread basis. Our evaluation shows
that Open University students find e-learning can be a positive addition to existing
learning methods rather than a substitute for them.

3. How effective and relevant are current funding mechanisms, levels,
performance targets and patterns of distribution in meeting Scotland's
economic and social needs?

The Scottish higher education sector comprises a diverse and vibrant range of
institutions, each making its own contribution to the overall pattern of opportunities
available to learners.  Flexible patterns of learning are fundamental to successfully
widening participation and realising genuine lifelong learning opportunities.  Therefore
the methods employed by the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council in funding
teaching in Scottish higher education institutions should encourage flexibility and not be
embedded in a single model that perceives higher education as predominantly full-time,
residential and designed for school leavers.  Where public funding is involved,
institutions must be able to compete on equal terms and collaborate on an equitable
basis by benefiting from an integrated funding methodology which encourages flexibility
and ensures even-handed treatment.  As well as promoting fairness, this would formally
acknowledge and equally value the different roles of different institutions in the higher
education part of the lifelong learning system.

A lifelong learning system must be adequately and appropriately resourced.  This does
not mean that it should be funded entirely from public funds. We need to reach a
position where individuals, their employers and other groups in society, as well as the
Government, acknowledge and accept their share of responsibility for engaging in and
investing in learning. By its nature, as we have described in this paper, a lifelong
learning system should be widely defined, encompassing a range of informal and formal
and structured activities. These will be funded by a range of means and all stakeholders
have responsibilities in this area.

Giving learners greater control of public funding for learning
An effective way of encouraging institutions and providers to deliver learning in a way
that focuses on, and that responds to, learners needs would be to place more control
over the public funding that is allocated to post-school education and training in the
hands of the learner. Opportunity Scotland describes individual learning accounts (ILAs)
as having the potential to achieve this aim, although it may be that the current model of
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ILAs is not yet in a position to do so.  The Open University urges policy-makers in
Scotland to re-visit early policy statements on the potential role of ILAs and to consider
whether they might be re-developed as a tool for channelling a proportion of public
funds for learning through learners, rather than simply as a means of disbursing funding
incentives.

4. To what extent is there duplication, confusion and overlap within lifelong
learning provision, and how can this be reduced?

Consistent levels of financial support irrespective of mode or sector
Universities Scotland has recently prepared a report on the financial position of part-
time students that indicates the variation in support now available and the barriers to
widening participation that still remain.  The Scottish Executive have acknowledged that
there is unfinished business in this respect, and we look forward to their future
proposals.

In Scotland, major elements of the cost of participating in learning, such as fees, and
the availability and level of learner financial support differ by mode and by sector.  Full-
time learners in higher education do not pay fees up-front and those completing degree-
level study have access to an income contingent loan for fees, whereas part-time higher
education and further education students pay fees up-front.  Levels of financial support
for childcare also vary by sector.  The Open University believes that learners who
require help with the costs of learning should not be driven to study by a particular mode
or in a particular sector simply because levels of support are more favourable.  If
learning opportunities are to be truly accessible to all, financial help for learners must be
the consistent across sector or mode; it should not be determined according to
institutional or administrative boundaries.

A ‘seamless’ system of learner-centred provision
The Open University believes that lifelong learning provision should appear ‘seamless’
to learners; learners’ choices and decisions about what constitutes a relevant and
appropriate programme of learning should not be constrained by administrative
distinctions between sectors or funding methods which encourage competition and,
thereby, reinforce single institutional delivery models of learning provision. Higher and
further education institutions should be encouraged to work together to jointly create,
offer and deliver provision that combines the strengths of each institution into high
quality programmes that are of relevance to learners and their employers.   Learners
should also have the opportunity to accumulate and have recorded learning that is
completed in different institutions, but which is not delivered as a single programme;
instead, the learner might complement an academic programme with vocational options
to meet his or her own goals. Relevant work experience, gained to enhance
employability and to supplement skills and knowledge gained through study, might also
be accredited and recorded as part of the overall programme of learning. A means by
which learners could accumulate and record such programmes  might be developed
within the framework of the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework (SCQF).  The
Open University has underway exploratory work on personal development portfolios
and related issues.
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5. How flexible and effective are current routes and pathways through learning in
promoting access, progression and achievement relevant to individuals, and
in responding to the changing needs of Scotland's labour market?

Learning providers should no longer be the sole determiner of the content of learning
programmes, qualifications, progression routes, entry points and entry criteria.  There
should be a means of signposting routes through learning that exist independently of
institutions and other providers. The development of learndirect Scotland has been a
postive move in this direction but it needs to be supported by a coherent national
programme of effective and independent guidance.

The benefits of credit accumulation and transfer systems
Modular and credit accumulation and transfer systems are likely to help learners by
creating flexible means of learning. Combined with the opportunity to transfer credit
between institutions and multiple entry and exit points within qualifications of longer
duration, such as degrees, and the ability to receive credit for part-qualifications, such
systems can allow individuals to fit learning into their lives, to re-enter learning when
their circumstances allow them to and to record, retain and accumulate credit for
learning already achieved.  Scotland leads the UK in the development of an integrated
post-school Credit and Qualifications Framework.  When it is fully completed and
established, not only will such a system help learners -  it will also increase the efficient
use of public funds

A related, major benefit of the credit and qualifications framework for learners is that it
has the potential to transcend institutional boundaries by incorporating within it learning
programmes in the Scottish schools, further and higher education sectors. Taking this
model further, the Open University believes that a distinctive feature of a Scottish
lifelong learning system might be the development of a full range of learning options,
modes and methods, through the collaboration of adult and community, further
education and higher education learning providers, where each learning provider
contributed according to their particular strengths. These might be in specific subjects or
in delivery methods.  This would enable learners in any location in Scotland to have
access to, part-time, supported distance learning; full-time institution-based provision
and on-line learning in relation to all types of learning and at all levels.

By classifying learning programmes according to level and by defining equivalence
between programmes, the framework assists learners and prospective learners to
navigate their way through the large number of options that exist. Success and
credibility of the framework depends on all institutions participating in it and in abiding
by the equivalences that it describes.

6. How can lifelong learning opportunities in and through the workplace be
better promoted and supported, and how could the worlds of work, education
and training be more effectively integrated?

Since taking office, the Scottish Executive has placed considerable emphasis on
developing and implementing lifelong learning policies that support economic
development and social inclusion.  The potential of learning and skills acquisition to
contribute to increased employability and economic productivity is well-documented and
there is an increasing recognition that widespread participation in learning is central to
achieving social justice.  The Open University supports the view that lifelong learning
contributes to a wide range of economic, social and personal objectives.
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If individuals are to be encouraged to participate in learning, then employers must
encourage and invest in employee participation  - in terms of both time and money.
Employer investment in employee learning has been traditionally difficult to encourage
because of fears that employees will leave the organisation before it has obtained
benefit from its investment in terms of increased employee productivity or knowledge.
There continues to be a false assumption that part-time students are supported
financially by their employers. For example data from the Open University suggests that
only a quarter of its students in full-time paid work get any part of their fees paid by
employers; amongst part-time employees, the proportion is a mere 6%. There is
cosiderable interest for example in the use of skills loans for employers, similar to those
being piloted in the Gas Industry in England, which allow employers to share the
financial risk of investing in learning with the employee and the state. The Open
University hopes that the Committee might explore this option.

A statutory right to time off to study in the workplace
Most individuals, including those that are least well-qualified, will spend a significant part
of their adult life in the workplace.  Evidence shows that those that are best qualified
receive relatively more work-related education and training than those who are more
poorly qualified.  Of those who are poorly qualified, those in short-term and part-time
jobs receive least training and development of all. The Open University believes that the
introduction in Scotland of a statutory workplace right to time off for study for those who
have not reached SVQ level 3/Higher level or equivalent would demonstrate tangibly the
importance of widening participation both to employees and their employers.



SUBMISSION BY THE HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS ENTERPRISE

“….to inquire into the need for a long-term, comprehensive strategy for continuing
post-compulsory education and training in Scotland which meets the needs and
aspirations of individuals and society as a whole in respect of quality, relevance,
efficiency, effectiveness, accessibility, accountability, funding levels and structures
and delivery mechanisms.”

INTRODUCTION

Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) welcomes this Inquiry into Lifelong Learning
and the opportunity to contribute to the development of a Lifelong Learning strategy
for Scotland.

The Highlands and Islands is a vast and diverse area with many distinct
communities. It has thousands of businesses, each with plans for the future, each
with constraints and opportunities. There are over 370,000 individuals with potential
of their own and more than 3000 voluntary and community groups. The task of the
Highlands and Islands Enterprise Network is to unlock that potential and help create
a strong, diverse and sustainable economy. Much has already been achieved,
encouraged by broad Government support for rural areas, the economic boost
provided by North Sea Oil, the development of new industries such as aquaculture
and telebusiness and, by no means least, a change in the way people viewed the
attractiveness of the area as one in which it was highly desirable to live and work.

Learning and skills will be major contributors to the continued growth of the region,
and lie at the heart of the activities of HIE, contributing to the development of
individuals and thereby helping them to realise their full potential. From this wider
benefits flow – business competitiveness is enhanced and communities, often fragile
and in remote areas, are strengthened.

The Highlands and Islands has a long and distinguished history of academic
excellence built on the strengths of primary and secondary school education and
resulting in a disproportionately high number of school leavers progressing to  further
and higher education. We want to build on this and to become a lead learning region.
To do so requires a strategy which is ambitious yet achievable, and which fully
recognises the particular issues of learning in rural areas.

THE CURRENT CONTEXT OF LIFELONG LEARNING

The submission in the following paper presents the views of HIE in response to the
questions detailed in the Committee’s terms of reference. We believe that much of
the activity and recent initiatives surrounding Lifelong Learning are important and will
have on-going relevance. The establishment of Careers Scotland, Future Skills
Scotland and SUfI, are all building blocks in creating an effective lifelong learning
strategy. Time is needed for these to become established.  We have however made
a number of observations and suggestions, which we believe will further enhance the
strategy.



The development of the strategy takes place within the context of a vision for the
economic development of Scotland and clear priorities for the Enterprise Networks
as set out in A Smart Successful Scotland. In the area of skills and learning, these
priorities, and their effect of focusing more clearly on our various target markets –
young people, unemployed adults, those otherwise excluded plus employers and
those in employment - are reshaping our activities to focus on;

� Improving the operation of the labour market
� Providing the best start for all our young people
� Narrowing the gap in unemployment, and
� Improving the demand for high quality in-work training

We have sought to reflect in this submission some of the issues which we believe
will facilitate the achievement of these objectives.

Importantly, we have also sought to present a strong Highlands and Islands
dimension to our response. Issues such as access, inclusion, and infrastructure have
particular relevance. In this regard an important theme throughout this document is
the further development of the University of the Highlands and Islands, an ambitious
project with potentially significant benefits to the region.  We urge greater
consideration of the role and importance of UHI, and of the rural dimension
generally, in future policy formulation.

1. WILL THE CURRENT STRATEGIC DIRECTION OF LIFELONG LEARNING
POLICY MEET SCOTLAND’S ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES, WHAT SHOULD A
LIFELONG LEARNING STRATEGY ENCOMPASS AND WHO SHOULD
DELIVER IT?

The above comprises 3 distinct, but clearly linked questions.

A lifelong learning strategy must seek to contribute to the development of individuals,
enabling them to achieve their full potential, while at the same time having a strong
economic development focus.  It should contribute towards the achievement of the
vision and objectives set out in A Smart Successful Scotland while embracing the
increasingly important Social Justice agenda.

As previously stated, HIE believes there is much good currently being delivered in
support of lifelong learning across the country.  Initiatives such as Careers Scotland,
Future Skills Scotland (FSS) and Scottish University for Industry are all crucial
building blocks in creating an effective lifelong learning strategy.  Arguably such
initiatives need time to bed-in and become effective before other significant changes
are proposed.

Building on these recent developments, a strategy for the future development of
lifelong learning should have a number of components, which we have grouped
under 3 broad strands



Engaging in Learning

� While the focus of this Inquiry is on post-compulsory education, the inculcating of
a lifelong learning culture and positive attitudes to learning must start at school.
Enterprise for Work programmes such as Young Enterprise Scotland, Enterprise
Insight and the recently launched Schools Enterprise Programme are therefore
key components within this Strategy.  The development of teachers and guidance
staff within schools is also important, as endorsed by the recently launched
Excellence in Education through Business Links programme. Careers Scotland
will play an important role in influencing this target group.

� Beyond formal education, it is essential that young people are encouraged to
develop a learning habit. Effective interventions are required which meet the
needs of this important target audience, with the current Modern Apprenticeship
programme being an excellent and well regarded basis. Initiatives such as New
Futures are likewise proving to be effective in engaging those with additional
needs and chaotic lives.

� The business community is also a key target group for the development of
lifelong learning.  Given current economic circumstances and low levels of
unemployment, the promotion of workforce development and work-based
learning, particularly amongst SMEs, should be a major strand of future policy.
Based on experiences overseas, the full, appropriate use of ICT and on-line
learning should be explored as a means to achieving this objective. The HIE
Network, working alongside NTOs will have a crucial role to play in engaging with
employers and encouraging them to upskill their workforce. Related to this, we
believe that the level of management ability and competence amongst SME
owner managers should be a particular development priority.

� To realise the above requires the effective marketing of lifelong learning to the
various target customer groups.  This has a number of aspects including:

� Improved promotion of the importance and benefits of lifelong learning to
individuals and businesses. This sentiment is widely applicable, with particular
emphasis on those who, for a variety of reasons, have avoided engaging in
learning to date. For all, learning needs to be made desirable, enjoyable and
rewarding.  This is an ongoing requirement, starting at school, resulting in the
development of a culture of learning.  This in turn will require a willingness to
explore innovative learning methods and environments and effective use of
incentives or other interventions such as Individual Learning Accounts. It also
demands openness to innovative approaches to the marketing of learning in
order to engage individuals.

� Ready access to quality information, advice and opportunities, available to all
wherever they may be and by appropriate means.

� Redressing the perceived value imbalance, or lack of parity of esteem,
between vocational qualifications and academic qualifications, starting at
school with school guidance teachers.  The benefits and in many instances the
advantages of vocational training need to be communicated more effectively.



Shaping Provision

� The strategy and operational plans that derive must be characterised by being
relevant to both current and future needs.  Quality information is a key
component, and to this end the activities of Future Skills Scotland will be
important in informing the development of provision.  HIE will be an active
participant in Future Skills Scotland.  There is a particular need for further and
higher education institutions to ensure relevance of delivery and output to the
needs of business, with a better balance struck between academic attainment
and employability.  This would contribute in part towards addressing the
perceived supply driven nature of some of the output from a number of colleges
and universities particularly if tied to targets and associated funding streams.
The Enterprise Networks have an equally important role to play in this regard,
responding to FSS and inputs from others, including NTOs, and by ensuring core
skills modules feature in vocational programmes.

� The strategy needs to recognise the importance of flexibility within lifelong
learning. At one level this reflects the inexact science which is the accurate
prediction of long-term skills needs. However, flexibility also relates to the
adaptation of initiatives for local implementation as well as recognising that formal
qualification-based learning, while relevant to many, will be inappropriate in other
instances.  Some of our most successful skills initiatives have been developed in
response to very specific local and/or sectoral needs such as addressing the
downturn in oil fabrication and the consortium developed to address food skills in
Orkney.  This has implications for further and higher education, the training and
development sector generally and how learning opportunities are developed,
packaged and implemented.

� Ultimately, a strategy can only be that, a strategy.  It should provide direction and
a framework within which flexibility exists and within which responses to changes
in economic conditions can be accommodated.  There are however a number of
core skills groups which should permeate provision, which have widespread
application and which help foster an adaptable labour market.  Historically we are
familiar with the 3 R’s.  Perhaps a new acronym, the 3 E’s, representing
Employability Skills, Enterprise Skills and E-Living Skills should be the generic
areas which cut across all lifelong learning provision.

Facilitating Delivery

� Greater coherence is required in provision amongst organisations involved in the
delivery of lifelong learning, in particular, more effective working between the
Enterprise Networks and Further and Higher Education.  The recent report,
Learning for Life, identified a number of action areas to promote closer working
relationships between Highlands and Islands Enterprise, Scottish Enterprise, the
Scottish Further Education Funding Council and the Scottish Higher Education
Funding Council.  This provides a positive basis for greater co-operation and
collaboration in the future in terms of funding and in other areas.  The Strategic
Review of Scottish Higher Education currently underway is seen as an important
exercise in seeking to position Scotland’s provision in this area in a context which
will assist in achieving Scotland’s overall economic and social objectives.  HIE



would offer no strong argument for or against the combining of the current
Funding Councils into one new body.  However, we do not believe the creation of
a third Council, sometimes referred to as a Tertiary Council, would be beneficial.

� Initiatives within lifelong learning will only partially achieve their objectives if the
infrastructure to support their development is inadequate.  This is a particular
issue within the Highlands and Islands, not only in increasing participation, but in
ensuring quality provision across a diverse geographical area.   To this end the
use of technology as an effective tool for overcoming barriers, and major
infrastructural projects such as the University of the Highlands and Islands
Millennium Institute (UHIMI), must have high profile and priority at both the
Highland and Scottish level.

� The delivery of a lifelong learning strategy requires effective partnership working
amongst many organisations: Enterprise Networks, Primary and Secondary
Education, Further and Higher Education, National Training Organisations, SUFI,
the business community, etc.  The shared acceptance of a common strategy will
facilitate this working.

2. HOW CAN WE ENSURE THAT ALL SCOTLAND’S PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS
TO THE RIGHT LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THEM REGARDLESS OF
FACTS SUCH AS GENDER AGE, SOCIAL ECONOMIC BACKGROUND AND
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION?

This question raises two issues.  Firstly, access to learning (arguably an
infrastructural issue) and access to the right learning (relating to appropriateness and
relevance).

a) Access to Learning

This is a key issue for the Highlands and Islands.  We support initiatives which
address gender imbalance and encourage those from all economic and social
backgrounds to become involved in learning.

Of particular importance from a HIE perspective are the implications of
geographic location and associated transport/cost issues.  The development of
the University of the Highlands and Islands Millennium Institute (UHIMI) and
sustainable, quality remote learning centres as a focus for community learning
are key issues which will facilitate the achievement of greater access.

The establishment of UHIMI is an ambitious project, but one which has
potentially huge economic and social benefits to the Highlands and Islands.  We
are aware that the Committee has visited UHIMI as a case study.  Having
successfully achieved higher education designation, there are many challenges
ahead before full university designation is achieved.  Highlands and Islands
Enterprise will work with UHIMI in seeking to realise the goal of quality higher
education being available across the Highlands and Islands.

There are however 2 key issues connected with this.  Firstly, we do not believe
the current funding mechanisms adopted by both SHEFC and SFEFC recognise



the particular circumstances of UHIMI.  If UHIMI is to achieve full university
status, recognition of its potential benefit to the Highlands and Islands needs to
be given greater consideration and a more strategic view adopted to its
establishment.  We fully recognise that clear targets and milestones need to be
established, however a political will needs to be exercised to create the
university;  the nature of the current funding framework will make it difficult to
realise.  The Highlands and Islands will therefore lose out and its population be
disadvantaged compared to other parts of Scotland.

Secondly, and linked to UHIMI, but with a wider context, is the importance of
making learning available in remote areas. The practicalities of travel, cost and
childcare, make conventional forms of study inappropriate in many
circumstances.  A Network of Remote Learning Centres has been created,
supported by HIE, UHIMI and European funds, which has so far provided 50
such centres across the Highlands.  These are vitally important community
learning facilities, but are costly.  HIE is about to embark on a review of such
centres with a view to assessing long term sustainability.  The use of online
learning potentially could play an important role in this context, and HIE has
already piloted initiatives in conjunction with partner organisations.  Irrespective
of whether the current model remains, the principle of providing access to
learning in remote areas is core to our activities and one which we believe the
Committee should recognise as a key component of learning infrastructure in the
Highlands and Islands.

The specific issues facing learning in rural areas require greater prominence in
future policy formulation and decision making. Inextricably linked to this are the
cost implications.  Failure to recognise the rural dimension risks uneven access
to opportunity in some parts of Scotland.

b) Access to the Right Learning

In relation to the second point, i.e. access to the right learning, the creation of
Careers Scotland is an important step in this direction. Careers Scotland will
work with schools to engender a culture of lifelong learning from an early age.
We would make particular mention of the need for careers guidance teachers in
schools to be better informed of the needs of industry, given their influence over
school pupils and their career decisions.

Especially important will be the quality guidance which Careers Scotland can
provide to individuals of all ages.  It is important that clear links are established
between Careers Scotland, Future Skills Scotland and others to ensure the
relevance and appropriateness of  such guidance.

Secondly, access to the right learning reinforces the need to move from supply-
driven to demand-led learning opportunities being available.  It should be
increasingly unacceptable for individuals or businesses eager to engage in
learning to be confronted with a “take what’s available” attitude as opposed to
access to learning which provides a real opportunity to develop skills and
enhance employment or business prospects.



HIE will work with SUFI to ensure information on learning opportunities is
available throughout the Highlands and will continue to promote individual
learning accounts as a means of partly addressing the cost of learning.
However, particularly within the Highlands and Islands context, the importance of
on-line learning and tutoring needs to be further investigated and developed as
does the increased use of alternative methods including Open and Distance
Learning.  Likewise, training providers need to be encouraged to become more
flexible and relevant in training provision.

3. HOW EFFECTIVE AND RELEVANT ARE CURRENT FUNDING
MECHANISMS, LEVELS, PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND PATTERNS OF
DISTRIBUTION IN MEETING SCOTLAND’S ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
NEEDS.

Funding and Related Issues

In relation to further and higher education, scope exists for the approaches adopted
by Funding Councils to be reviewed. We perceive that the current criteria are in
favour of academic excellence which, while supporting wholeheartedly, can often be
at the expense of  institutions becoming more in tune with the needs of industry both
now and going forward.  As mentioned previously, within the context of UHIMI, the
current approaches to funding are not best suited to support the development of
such an ambitious initiative, which needs to be viewed in a wider context.

Outwith further and higher education, the funding mechanisms currently in place for
many of the national programmes are confusing for some potential clients.  Arguably,
it is of little interest to clients which funding source their assistance emanates from –
this relating again to the need for revisiting the way in which learning and its benefits
are marketed.  Scope exists to consider a streamlined approach. In addition,
recognition needs to be taken of funding implications of initiatives, MA25+ being a
good example where potential demand is being suppressed due to funding
uncertainties.

Recognition also needs to be made that assisting certain target groups requires
higher levels of funding than others, e.g. those long-term unemployed or with greater
social issues to address.  In addition the difficulties experienced in sparsely
populated and remote areas makes it difficult to meet mandatory requirements for
certain qualifications.

Incentivising Learning

The above comments focus on funding mechanisms to delivery skills and learning.
Funding also has a role to play in incentivising learning.  ILAs have been effective in
this respect while other methods such as Career Development Loans and Small Firm
Training Loans have had some success elsewhere.    We would encourage further
consideration of other means by which participation in learning can be encouraged,
particularly amongst target groups such as SMEs and non-participants.  Perhaps the
concept of ILAs could be more widely developed as a tool for purchasing learning.



Performance Targets

We make two comments regarding performance measures.  Firstly, there is a
reliance on performance targets which leads to the danger of training being target
driven as opposed to aligned to the real social and economic needs of the
region/Scotland.  We believe targets that more accurately reflect outcomes/impact
rather than activity levels or processes would be more appropriate.

In addition, there appears to be a lack of cohesion between targets for the various
bodies, enterprise networks and higher and further education institutions.  In the
future, funding mechanisms and levels should be aligned to address needs identified
via amongst other things, Future Skills Scotland.  This implies that decisions need to
be taken which will steer money away from areas where demand exceeds
opportunities and into those areas of skills shortages.  Funding mechanisms must
reflect the success or otherwise of institutions in helping students/trainees to
progress into relevant jobs.

4. TO WHAT EXTENT IS THERE DUPLICATION, CONFUSION AND OVERLAP
WITHIN LIFELONG LEARNING PROVISION AND HOW CAN THIS BE
REDUCED?

A distinction needs to be drawn between the various issues raised in this question.

Duplication and Overlap

At a general level there is undoubtedly duplication and overlap of provision within
lifelong learning.  However, it is dangerous to automatically regard this as a problem;
indeed it may be inevitable and desirable, creating choice.  The promotion and
increased profile of lifelong learning should lead to a greater range of learning
opportunities, more flexible provision and a wider range of learning methods.   Within
the Highlands and Islands, we would welcome more competition and enhanced
quality of provision within the training and learning sector.

That said we perceive there to be scope for greater planning of provision at higher
and further education level, and we support recent studies by SFEFC, including in
the Highlands and Islands, which seek to map provision with a view to greater co-
ordination.

Confusion

Of greater concern is confusion, and the need for individuals and businesses to be
able to steer a clear path through the maze of various offerings.  A number of
initiatives will/would help to address this including:

� Careers Scotland will provide a clear ‘one-stop-shop’ for all age guidance on
issues such as training and learning opportunities and available support, and will
help individuals and employers choose the most appropriate options.

� Effective marketing, eg the role of SUFI and Learndirect Scotland as a portal for
information and training options needs to be built on and further developed.



� Arguably terminology surrounding learning is confusing and HIE is supportive of
the work currently underway with regard to the Scottish Credit Qualifications
Framework.

� Enhanced communications between the various agencies involved in lifelong
learning is desirable.  This is particularly relevant given the emerging Community
Learning Strategies being devised by Local Authorities and the overlap of interest
with the agendas of the Enterprise Networks. Scope may exist to review the
number and remit of some agencies with a view to clarifying the landscape.

� Local Economic Forums, currently engaged in addressing duplication in the
delivery of business services, could assist in addressing lifelong learning delivery
at local level.

5. HOW FLEXIBLE AND EFFECTIVE ARE CURRENT ROUTES AND
PATHWAYS THROUGH LEARNING IN PROMOTING ACCESS,
PROGRESSION AND ACHIEVEMENT RELEVANT TO INDIVIDUALS, AND IN
RESPONDING TO THE CHANGING NEEDS OF SCOTLAND’S LABOUR
MARKET?

The need for quality labour market information as a basis for an effective lifelong
learning strategy has been mentioned several times in this submission.  It will be a
major contributor in ensuring pathways through learning respond to the changing
needs of the labour market.

In addition, the establishment of Careers Scotland and the development of SUFI will
help to provide a clearer route into lifelong learning for individuals.

Access and progression through learning routes have become more flexible and
open in recent years allowing individuals to gain qualifications through part-time
open learning, work-based learning and assessment, and though the development of
on-line and distance learning.  All these developments provide greater flexibility and
more opportunity.  This flexibility has been enhanced through credit transfers and the
ability to progress from SVQ routes onto further and higher education.  Some years
ago articulation from an HND at an FE College to a degree at University was
practically unheard of;  in many cases it now seems an almost automatic process.

That said, there is scope for continued improvement.  The education and vocational
qualifications system can be confusing, particularly to employers.  It is likely to be
difficult to enthuse people for lifelong learning if the system is not easily understood.
The various routes and pathways need to be actively promoted as people still have
traditional views regarding these which are often no longer applicable. Routes for
those in employment are particularly ill defined, often depending on the extent to
which employers are tuned into development opportunities and provision.

To this end the Scottish Credit & Qualifications Framework (SCQF) is an important
initiative which has HIE’s full support.  It will be vital that it is adequately resourced
and promoted to all sectors of society in order to achieve as wide an understanding
as possible



6. HOW CAN LIFELONG LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES IN AND THROUGH THE
WORKPLACE BE BETTER PROMOTED AND SUPPORTED AND HOW
COULD THE WORLD OF WORK, EDUCATION AND TRAINING BE MORE
EFFECTIVELY INTEGRATED.

Workforce Development, including workplace learning, is one of the most vital
elements of a lifelong learning strategy, recognising as it does the important role of
upskilling employees as a means of enhancing competitiveness and productivity.

Across the Highlands and Islands IIP has had a significant impact on encouraging
businesses to recognise the importance of developing people, the HIE area
accounting for 33% of the total number of IIP recognised organisations across
Scotland.  This initiative has been instrumental in gaining business adoption of
vocational qualifications and management training.  IIP should continue to be a
major programme in this area, however the issue of assessment costs needs urgent
attention as it is in danger of undermining good work to date.

The creation of learning opportunities through the workplace needs senior
management support.  An important target must therefore be owners/managers of
businesses, and through them the filter down of provision of training opportunities to
employees.  Those charged with running businesses should therefore be an
important target market for any lifelong learning strategy.  Two implications follow:

� Firstly, management and leadership development, especially of SMEs, must be a
major component of a future strategy.  Adverse perceptions of training and
barriers to undertaking training need to be addressed.  Innovative methods of
delivery and incentives need to be explored.

� There is a need to ensure that employers and employees are aware of
opportunities and that the provision is relevant, of high quality in terms of
suitability for purpose and in terms of the content of qualifications.  The
development of a properly resourced, restructured and effective NTO network,
which is close to the businesses in the Highlands and Islands could be
instrumental in this regard.

In line with the above, provision of learning opportunities must be more flexible to
include, and recognise, short term courses, bite-sized chunks of training etc as valid
options.   The growth of work based VQs has undoubtedly helped businesses invest
in employee training.  We welcome work by SQA in seeking to develop flexible
qualifications which retain quality of content while being less onerous on SMEs. The
integration of transferable core skills is important, contributing to the development of
flexible and responsive labour markets.

The further development of effective on-line learning will provide access to learning
at times and places more suited to individuals – there is a need to shift the mind set
as to how training can be delivered from the often pre-conceived ideas of classroom
based learning.



Ultimately, effective marketing of lifelong learning through the workplace and the
benefits to be derived, both to employers and employees is needed.  Once again,
selling product is inappropriate, we must address the  “what’s in it for me” question.

Enhancing links between the worlds of work, education and training, essentially
summarises many of the issues related to an effective lifelong learning strategy.   It
starts at school via Enterprise for Work programmes, embraces MAs and
Skillseekers and should promote work experience, student placements etc.   More
effective mechanisms are needed to allow the needs of work to be communicated to
the education sector, equally education needs to recognise the need for a better
understanding of industry requirements.



ADDITIONAL SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE

The initial submission from Scottish Enterprise to the Enterprise and Lifelong
Learning Committee’s inquiry into lifelong learning highlighted the social and
economic justification for lifelong learning and the current situation in Scotland,
which leaves it lagging behind international counterparts in terms of productivity and
take up of opportunities to learn.

You be will be aware from the submission that it very much reflected the fact that the
network, in responding to Smart Successful Scotland and the establishment of
Careers Scotland and Future Skills Scotland, has completely reorganised its
approach to skills and learning within the last couple of months.  I have established
a new team to lead the development of our contribution to lifelong learning in
Scotland and the team, which has been in place for a month, has been able to
undertake a fast review of our current activity.

The nature of your inquiry and the breadth of its ambition have also allowed my
team and me further reflection.  We have identified a number of issues and ideas
that build on our review and a summary of these is attached.  These are presented
for each of the key questions identified by the Committee.  I would be keen for you
and your colleagues to consider this as a more forward looking supplement to our
original submission.

I understand that the date for written submissions has passed.  Nevertheless, I hope
you will be able to encompass these thoughts in your deliberations. Clearly, the
timing of my reorganisation of Scottish Enterprise skills and learning and hence the
opportunity for my team to review operations, is of little consequence to your need to
adhere to your timetable.  However, your earlier support for us to position the
original submission as a holding statement and then present more fulsomely at the
November event, has allowed us to enter into our own review in the spirit of your
ambition.  As we welcome the Committee’s inquiry, we would very much value an
opportunity to contribute to its conclusions.

Yours sincerely

Robert M Crawford
10 October 2001

Summary of issues

� A strategy is required that covers the economic and social benefits of lifelong
learning.  This breadth raises new questions about priority groups, markets and
funding mechanisms.

� Such a strategy should provide a strategic framework within which all players can
work collaboratively and which does not delineate unhelpfully between education
and training but maintains a broad inclusive view of opportunities that are
available.

� The collaborative approach should be client centred, which means it has to be
sensitive to diverse needs.



� The strategy should emphasise that skills for the future will need to be a
combination of hard, technical skills and softer, core skills.

� Funding mechanisms are needed that are not driven by inflexible programme
rules, but which offer mechanisms that encourage individuals and organisations
to do things they would not otherwise do or do faster or to a higher quality.

� The strategy should provide for a delivery framework and matching funding
processes that are not driven solely by immediate economic output alone,
although recognising that economic benefits are potentially significant in the
longer term.

� The strategy should also provide for a delivery framework that recognises that
maintaining engagement with people is as important as the initial engagement –
not solely to deal with early drop out from provision, but also to encourage
‘repeat business’ and learning through life.

� Priority areas for policy development are people in work and people who are
excluded or exclude themselves from learning.  The issue can often be one of
converting good intentions into action and investment.

� Stereotyping and traditional values attached to different types of learning and
skills development are underpinning cultural issues that need to be addressed.

� New organisations including Careers Scotland and Future Skills Scotland have
key roles to play in lifelong learning and the new opportunities they offer in terms
of stimulating and lubricating the market for learning need to be embraced.

Will the current strategic direction of lifelong learning policy meet Scotland’s
economic objectives, what should a lifelong learning strategy for Scotland
encompass, and who should deliver it?

There have been significant changes to lifelong learning in Scotland over the last
few years.  These include consultations, strategies and action plans such as
Opportunities and Choices, and Smart Successful Scotland, as well as new
organisations and policies, such as SUfI/learndirect scotland, ILAs, the promotion of
wider FE and HE participation and the extension of welfare to work policies.  These
have been welcome additions.  However, this amount of change as well as an
explicit expression of Scotland’s objectives, which includes social and economic
aims, mean that there is a need for a more definitive strategy for lifelong learning
which runs over the longer term.  A strategy for the future will need to emphasise
that necessary skills will be a combination of the hard, technical skills and the softer,
core skills.  The systems in place will need to recognise and respond to this.

Such a strategy should encapsulate for example, both the objectives for Scotland
envisaged in the Committee’s previous inquiry into the Impact of the New Economy
and the fact that lifelong learning carries social impacts that should be open to
everyone.  Not just those who are aware of the opportunities that learning can bring
in terms of personal development and employment.  This is a change that Scottish



Enterprise will have to consider, as it will effect how it distributes its resources and
what and why it delivers. Multiply this experience by all the organisations involved in
lifelong learning, and it is clear that without a strategic framework, there is danger
that the landscape will get more cluttered and confused than is necessary, and lose
power of impact.

A strategy would encourage a strategic partnership to develop between the wide
range of players needed to deliver lifelong learning that meets these objectives.  The
breadth and depth of the strategy will need a massive collaborative effort which
includes the Executive and all its agents – including the enterprise networks, FE and
HE – as well as employer organisations, NTOs, unions, local authorities, the
voluntary sector etc.  This would enable all to move to a position where responsibility
for the strategy’s delivery was shared by working together sharing best practice,
knowledge and resources, rather than the current situation that sets unnecessary
competition between suppliers.  Scottish Enterprise believes that the establishment
of Future Skills Scotland offers an opportunity to help set the overarching labour
market supply and demand information framework within which the strategy could be
delivered.

A strategy could also encourage development of action that is centred on the client.
Scottish Enterprise has identified a number of areas where the balance between
supporting institutional structures and systems and supporting individuals and
employers has veered too far to the former.  Whilst we can address some of these
ourselves, for example funding arrangements for Special Training Needs provision
for young people, the real impact would come when we can work in partnership with
other organisations.  For example, the debate around Skillseekers/Fast Trac tends
to focus on the network’s funding streams for qualifications or the colleges’ SUMS
funding.  Yet more fundamental questions are the impact of the traditionally held
views of the parity of routes into the labour market to be taken by young people, and
whether or not the highest quality vocational offering is available to young people
and employers.  Scottish Enterprise believes that a definitive statement on the
principle of ‘client centred’ will be the first step in achieving lasting positive change.
Not least, we believe it would enable greater transparency around decision making
and prioritising public resources against the vastly heterogeneous groups.

A strategy should also help to address the fact that ‘repeat business’ – people
returning to learning over and over again, is very low in Scotland.  This is a
significant gap that has yet to be addressed and lies at the heart of learning
throughout life.

How can we ensure that all Scotland’s people have access to the right learning
opportunities for them, regardless of factors such as gender, age, socio-economic
background and geographic location?

There has been a great deal of research carried out on ensuring equality of
opportunity and these have led to developments in delivery around accessibility,
relevance and financial and personal support.

Scottish Enterprise has made progress in mainstreaming equal opportunities in its
broadest sense in that we have put in place actions that remove barriers to take up.



For example, childcare and family friendly learning opportunities means that parents
and carers can take up opportunities.  Travel assistance means those in isolated
areas can access training and skills development.  ICT is used as a hook with which
to attract young people to continuing learning and the work of the Digital Champions
over the next couple of years will focus on the much harder to reach, such as older
people, men and workers in low skilled employment.  We believe that working with
SUFI and others involved in e-learning will present new opportunities – not just in
terms of flexible access but also in terms of content – to reach all people.

However, because the case for lifelong learning tends to be made solely around
economic needs and as yet there is not a concerted effort to overcome life
experiences that determine the extent to which an individual takes up learning
opportunities, we believe a lasting change in take up of learning could be
compromised.  This is gradually being addressed, for example, Careers Scotland
key workers, Community Learning Partnerships, Union Learning Fund, New Futures
Fund and education reforms etc all seek to reach those furthest away from uptake.

Clearly, more needs to be done – we need to understand how to promote learning
that is harmonised with people’s day to day lives and is de-mystified.  We need to
find ways of delivering and funding learning that is not driven by an immediate
economic output alone (although the economic benefits are potentially significant in
the longer term).  For example, Scottish Enterprise is incorporating the lessons from
the New Futures Fund into its other access programmes for young people and
adults.  We will move to promoting ILA take-up by people working in small
businesses, who we know currently do not get engaged in learning.

We believe national campaigns have a place, however they are relatively expensive
and we are not aware of evidence that shows they increase uptake by those most
excluded.  Whilst SUFI has a major role, we believe that colleges and voluntary
organisations especially have valuable experience in outreach work, which the
network sometimes gets involved in.  A more concerted effort by the key players in
outreach and local awareness raising over a more sustained period of time should
be developed.  The implications for this include identifying the network’s distinctive
contribution (perhaps from the lessons from New Futures Fund) and reviewing FE
and voluntary sector funding arrangements, which tend to mitigate against these
groups.  Arrangements based on full-time formal participation are not appropriate;
neither is short term annualised funding.

How effective and relevant are current funding mechanisms, levels, performance
targets and patterns of distribution in meeting Scotland’s economic and social
needs?

To what extent is there duplication, confusion and overlap within lifelong learning
provision and how can this be reduced?

We would wish to address these two questions as one, as the quick response is
current arrangements are not as effective or relevant as they could be as they have
not kept apace with the developments or the complexities of delivering lifelong
learning.  The Joint Lifelong Learning Group set up by the enterprise networks and
the funding councils mapped the various players and without identifying all the



interactions between them managed to illustrate the crowded landscape.  In the
network’s immediate experience, the changes to New Deal policies, existing funding
arrangements for colleges and the growth in participation targets for universities,
means the landscape is not only crowded, it is confused.  We know this has to be
sorted out, even to the point of combining resources, if we and our partners are to
be truly client centred.

Reductions in duplication are being addressed to a degree through Memorandum of
Understandings between the network and the funding councils, and the network and
SUfI, but as is shown below, this may only address the margins under the present
arrangements.  Funding arrangements need to move away from inflexible, rules
driven programmes to mechanisms which encourage individuals and organisations
to do things they would not otherwise do, or faster or to a better quality.

We are not aware of a truly effective evaluation of Scottish post 16 vocational
training and education and so we are not in a position as yet to comment on a
preferred route and fundamental changes required to the overarching provision for
young people.  Whilst the Opportunities and Choices operating principles remain
valid, we believe the work to implement them has tended to drift a little from some of
the fundamental issues such as parity of esteem, the needs of the client (young
people and employers) and the contributions we seek from the different routes for
young people.  We are hopeful that the evaluation of the Opportunities and Choices
pilots will help clarify some of these issues (see below).

Skillseekers is a programme that is now more firmly about economic development
and skills.  This is most clearly recognised by the Modern Apprenticeship
programme, and its evaluation has shown it to be much valued by young people and
employers.  Most probably because of its focus and clarity, the explicit involvement
of employers and NTOs in its design, focused management and brand recognition, it
is effective and relevant to the economy.

Whilst it needs further development into non-traditional areas and more work to
enable it to lead to even higher order skills levels (for example, graduate level), we
believe that Modern Apprenticeships has the capacity quickly to become one of
Scotland’s international benchmarks for marking the level of skills of Scotland’s
workforce.

Skillseekers for young people attempting level 2 and 3 vocational qualifications
suffers from the lack of recognition of the valuable and distinctive contribution
different routes to the world of work bring, despite the fact that 80% of Skillseekers
are in employed status as they receive their training (in house, at colleges, with a
training provider).  This, coupled with inconsistencies in funding between colleges
and LECs, and the lack of transferability of previous learning, means that additional
bureaucratic arrangements have to be made to provide an integrated service to
young people and employers at this level.

Pilots resulting from Opportunities and Choices and Skillseekers/Fast Trac are being
evaluated.  We believe, however, that vocational training has to be driven by
employers.  Any lessons for the next round of pilots to further the Opportunities and
Choices aims of, for example, integrated courses for 16-plus year olds, will need to



take this vital element into account, as well as easing transitions by young people
between systems.

We will also be looking to the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework to
alleviate the current problems in funding vocational qualifications and allow young
people, adults and employers to choose a flexible qualification route for their needs.
Whilst Skillseekers and Training for Work provision do fund non-SVQs, the process
for identifying what is relevant for funding is not especially transparent.  On the
assumption that it will be some time before the Framework is completed, the network
is currently working on an interim solution that will at least make the existing process
faster and more flexible.  We are clear however that employers, NTOs and the SQA
will need to be involved if Skillseekers is to maintain its employer led emphasis.

Our obligations to young people with special needs and those aged 16-19 who are
disappearing between the gaps in work, education and training is an area that the
network needs to address.  We have begun to make changes towards a revised
funding model to be put in place for 2002/03 and to take account of the Beattie
Recommendations.  A key aspect of this is the development of funding wrapped
around the needs of the young person rather than based solely on delivery of
outputs.  This approach is contrary to the traditional way Scottish Enterprise has
been monitored in the past.  However, we are hopeful that the lessons from the New
Futures Fund will enable us to develop a measuring and monitoring system that
provides sufficient evidence that we are delivering our economic and social
responsibilities whilst taking account of the personal experiences of these young
people.

Arrangements for adults are similarly confused.  Training for Work has existed in the
Network’s portfolio for many years.  It began very much as a work-based skills
programme for unemployed adults and has achieved a degree of success.  Over
time, important flexibilities have been introduced so to deal with large-scale
redundancies, deliver employer centred training and to respond quickly to particular
groups (e.g. lone parents, asylum seekers).   However, the expansion of New Deal
and the creation of Job Centre Plus means the majority of our previous client group
is being taken care of through a different route.

We believe however that there is a need for a flexible funding mechanism for skills
and training for adults that is complementary to New Deal, but has as a distinctive
aim the need to upskill the workforce.  This would require careful segmentation of
the ‘market’ so that appropriate services can be developed.  Thus, for those in work,
there are perhaps three groups – people secure in work, people in work but facing
major transition (an electronics company moving from assembly to service), and
people in work but facing redundancy. A similar exercise can be carried out for those
out of work and innovative approaches developed for example job rotation models
and so-named job escalator models, which complement New Deal and achieve
development opportunities for those in work.

A much more explicit role for the network in developing the employed workforce
would bring the work we have been doing with employers and universities in clusters
and key sectors much more into the mainstream of our business.  We believe
workforce development is a gap that needs addressing.



A further issue raised in terms of funding and targets lies in the type of intervention
required to meet the needs of our most disadvantaged people.  Serious
development of lifelong learning opportunities for social and economic purposes
suggests that annualised funding arrangements need to be tackled.  Short term
finance and performance contracts are unlikely to present organisations with more
direct contact with difficult to reach groups (including organisations acting as
suppliers/intermediaries for Scottish Enterprise) enough time to make a sustained
difference in people’s lives.

How flexible and effective are current routes and pathways through learning in
promoting access, progression and achievement relevant to individuals, and in
responding to the changing needs of Scotland’s labour market?

The heterogeneous nature of the client groups and the mass of interventions that
are available make this a difficult question to respond to in a definitive way.
However, we have already stated we believe there are gaps in provision for
workforce development and excluded groups and that young people are faced with a
wealth of offerings that are not as connected as they might be.  We also know that
people are interested in learning, but largely do not convert that interest into a
learning act.  Addressing the fact that individuals have a responsibility themselves to
take up of learning is something that will lie at the heart of the change in the learning
culture in Scotland.

Some changes could be relatively quickly introduced or are already under
development.  These include funding models (e.g. SUMS funding, Skillseekers STN
funding), flexibilities (e.g. funding a wider range of vocational qualifications), and
new objectives (e.g. SUfI objectives, Smart Successful Scotland).  There is also the
significant addition of Careers Scotland, which will be in a position to offer guidance
and advice to all people through out their working lives.  The introduction of ILAs has
been welcomed – although largely by people who have a greater propensity to learn
and train.  However, especially for young people and excluded people, it is not clear
whether the changes will result in lasting, full impact change without a more radical
approach.

We have made a number of references to parity of esteem and traditional views of
the routes to employment for young people, including the increasing number of
those who are now entering degree courses.  We know from research that
vocational routes are not held in the same regard as academic routes, yet for a
system that needs to be responsive to the labour market, we need to better
understand if this in fact represents a serious problem that needs to be addressed.

It would be our hope that in the future Scotland is able to move to a state where
everyone is recognised as a learner, removing baggage and stereotyping that
currently exists.  To achieve this it will be important to avoid unhelpful segmentation
of education and training and maintain a broad inclusive view of the opportunities
available to young people.  An inclusive strategy for all 16-19 year olds with colleges,
enterprise networks, companies and schools working in a strategic partnership and
closely linked to and consistent with arrangements for universities should be
developed.



Such a strategy for vocational education and training must operate in a system that
is capable of responding to the changing needs of the labour market, and address
supply side issues relating to the value and volume of opportunities that are made
available.  Area based supply side targets could be generated by partnerships of
schools, colleges LECs, NTOs and employers, within the national perspective
afforded by Future Skills Scotland.  The local economic forum could play a future
role in this if they look to wider labour market issues.

How can lifelong learning opportunities in and through the workplace be better
promoted and supported, and how could the worlds of work, education and training
be more effectively integrated?

Research indicates a general understanding by employers of the results that can be
achieved in productivity from a developed, skilled and motivated workforce.
Employers’ surveys, including those of small businesses, all show the need for skills
to be high up on their development agendas.  And recent research begins to
quantify the contributions organisations would bring to funding training and
development.  Likewise, research on attitudes to learning by individuals in work
shows a high proportion across most sectors and size of company that appreciate
the personal benefits participation in training and learning would bring.

For both groups, it would seem that the issue is to convert these intentions into
action.  Further work is urgently required to pinpoint the barriers to conversion.  As
part of this, we are aware that we need to implement more work to clarify the
services on offer, simplify access and deliver flexible solutions geared around the
needs of individuals and employers.  The Small Business Gateway allows one route
for this imperative.  Better support can be delivered by working much closer with our
partners – for example SUFI/learndirect scotland – and by developing more effective
working partnerships with organisations such as unions, who have a far wider reach
into the employed workforce than Scottish Enterprise.  (We believe this is an
important partnership if we are to contribute to delivering the Adult Literacy and
Numeracy strategy.)

We have stated elsewhere that a comprehensive approach to developing the
workforce is a gap in the lifelong learning portfolio.  However, we are persuaded that
skills development of employees is not sustainable unless it is delivered as part of a
wider organisational development model.  For example, we carried out much front
line tourism employees training and whilst this was developed with the tourism
sector, it has not brought lasting change.  We are now refocusing our approach
within a broader organisation development framework.

Investors in People is a business development process which should allow the
development of this more holistic approach.  There are issues however – benefits
from IIP tend to feed through to the organisation’s bottom line after 2-3 years, at the
point at which a company has to be reviewed.  Assistance to organisations working
towards IIP is uneven across the network and we do not generally offer follow up
support once IIP has been awarded.  We are currently testing the extent to which
these issues are detrimental in order to address them quickly and establish a



platform for higher quality, high output services and an expansion of the number of
organisations recognised as Investors in People.

Individual Learning Accounts (ILAs) represent one method of breaking through to
non-learners.  As stated elsewhere, increasing the take-up by people in small
businesses is a priority target for us.  We are also interested in how a mechanism
like ILAs can be targeted for use by owner managers of small businesses, who may
not have undertaken training since leaving education.

Unfortunately, Scotland experiences a high level of non-repeat learners, a behaviour
that will not develop a culture of learning throughout life.  Whilst there are awareness
raising campaigns and taster sessions that can be developed (SUFI has a leading
role to play in stimulating learning), there does not exist a mechanism to allow an
individual to plan for their learning.  We believe it would be worth exploring
‘individual development accounts’ that operate more like a banking system for
learning credits but that attract incentives as well as investment by the individual.
We are aware of similar schemes in the USA that may be worth exploring further.

What can we learn from international experience of the development of lifelong
learning strategies and from international benchmarks and comparisons to improve
Scotland’s competitiveness?

Scottish Enterprise welcomes the Committee’s stated intention to learn from
experience elsewhere and is confident that the context in which the overseas
comparisons are set will be considered when identifying lessons for Scotland.  Even
where wholesale learning is not possible, hints and tips for future development will
be of value.

We have experience of international benchmarking and publish international
comparisons on a regular basis.  Scottish Enterprise, the Scottish Executive and
Highlands and Islands Enterprise are developing through the auspices of the Joint
Performance Team benchmarks against which to measure the delivery of Smart
Successful Scotland.  A similar exercise for a lifelong learning strategy would be
welcome, especially one that deals with social and economic aspects of learning.
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Helping to build a learning culture in Scotland

Summary
This is the second supplement by Scottish Enterprise to the Enterprise and
Lifelong Learning Committee’s review of lifelong learning.  It builds on earlier
submissions and lays out our vision for lifelong learning, our distinctive role in
helping to foster that culture, and where we believe there are areas of strength
to build on and other areas which need to be developed.

Our vision for lifelong learning is of a Scotland in which people and employers
manage their own learning, continuously examining and developing their
potential.

We have a distinctive role which includes helping to make effective
connections between all potential investors to bring together for maximum
wider benefit, in particular the link between employers and people.

To do this we
� invest in and deliver training – core skills, soft skills and technical skills - for

people of all ages in work and out of work
� invest in and help achieve operational improvement in companies through

learning investment
� invest in and help achieve structural adjustments in expansion and

redundancy situations
� synthesise labour market intelligence
� provide advice to people to help them start working life and move from job

to job
� retain the flexibility to participate in partnerships to develop learning

structures
� retain the flexibility to participate in atypical and sudden labour market

opportunities and threats

We have strengths that can be built on and there are synergies that can be
made with other investors – public, business and people.  We have areas for
improvement – based around our role in economic development and
recognising the key features that underpin learning.

Our strengths include Modern Apprenticeships, industry led training provision,
competence based training, payment by results, day to day business contacts
to update all provision.

Areas for improvement include
� Making more of the high status and standing of Modern Apprenticeships
� Developing greater flexibilities in delivering core skills and vocational

competencies
� More effectively reach those who do not start or continuously drop out of

post school learning
� Developing a systematic approach to learning for those in work, including

tax credits, encouraging low income and low skilled people to learn, and
progression and continued learning - for those at more advanced level of
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employment, such as managerial and technical levels, what do we need to
do to support progression to and from MAs

� Filling the gap for out of work adults, including core skills and IT and
vocational training for specific occupancy skills

� Developing provision in response to labour market adjustments, including
expansions and people at threat of redundancy

� Realising the potential of Investors in people – especially for small and
medium sized enterprises

� Helping businesses – especially SMEs - influence content and context of
learning and tailor to their needs
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Lifelong Learning

In this second supplement to Scottish Enterprise’s submission to the
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning inquiry, we set out our vision of Scotland as a
country which has lifelong learning at the heart of its culture in 10-15 years,
and our distinctive role in helping to achieve that.  We also reflect on the
strengths and weaknesses of our current portfolio and suggest a number of
short term and longer-term proposals aimed at realising the overarching vision.

1. The Vision
Our vision for lifelong learning is of a Scotland in which people and employers
manage their own learning, continuously examining and developing their
potential:
� Where learning is an integral part of daily activity, undertaken continuously
� Where progress is measured on the basis of the development of personal

potential
� Where learning and employment are seamless

Our objective as part of delivering a smart, successful Scotland that embraces
this vision is to increase the amount and effectiveness of investment in
learning to:
� Increase business productivity and personal incomes and fulfilment
� Increase the employability of all to allow everyone to benefit from and

contribute to development throughout life

Investment in learning will generate returns for businesses, people and the
economy and society as a whole.  All investors in Scotland’s learning – people,
businesses, public sector and suppliers - must balance investment depending
on returns to each party and their ability to invest.

2. Features of lifelong learning
A strategy to foster a lifelong learning culture needs to reflect some key
features:
� Learning is not a one-off – people learn throughout their lives
� Diversity is of the essence in developing learning people and learning

organisations
� People’s preferences should be central to decisions about learning

assuming no information asymmetries – their options should not be limited
by too narrowly focused or utilitarian approach

� Motivations to learn are complex
� Quality information and good advice are critical to achieve a balance

between supply and demand for learning
� Learning encompasses soft skills (behaviours and attitudes) as well as

core skills and technical skills and knowledge
� Value for money, additionality and continuous improvement are

cornerstones of public sector involvement

3. Our distinctive role
With learning an integral part of economic development, our distinctive role is
threefold:
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� To invest alongside businesses, people and others in the public sector to
make things happen that would not otherwise, or would happen more
slowly or to a lower quality

� To provide intelligence to investors to help optimise investment decisions
� To help make effective connections between all potential investors to bring

together their investment for maximum wider benefit, in particular the link
between employers and people

To fulfil this role, Scottish Enterprise brings together investment resource,
intelligence and connections to achieve a number of discrete contributions.
Current capacity is shown below against specific contributions.

Specific contribution Current capacity and estimated
spend1

Invest in and deliver training – core skills and
technical skills - for people in work

Skillseekers - £74m, of which
All-age Modern Apprenticeships -
£29m
(and Special training needs –
£15m)

Invest in and deliver work-based training –
core skills, technical competencies and soft
skills for people who out of work and need to
gain employability attributes

Training for Work - £18m + £20m
allowances
Intermediate Labour Markets
Social Inclusion Partnership
Employment Initiatives
New Futures Fund - £5m

Invest in and help achieve operational
improvement in companies through learning
investment

Investors in People - £3m
Cluster skills plans

Invest in and help achieve structural
adjustments in expansion and redundancy
situations

e.g. Electronics Action Plan
PACE

Synthesise labour market intelligence Future Skills Scotland - £0.75m

Provide advice to people to help them start
working life and move from job to job

Careers Scotland
(as of 2002, £35m)

Retain the flexibility to participate in
partnerships to develop learning structures

e.g. Glasgow Real
Institute for System Level
Integration (ISLI – part of The
Alba Centre)
Individual Learning Accounts -
£12m

                                                          
1 Other investments are paid for out of mainstream budgets identified or from business development
budgets
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Retain the flexibility to participate in atypical
and sudden labour market opportunities and
threats

For example: training investment
connected to large scale
investments – Braehead Retail
Centre, housing

Bringing together resources, intelligence and connections is important.  We do
none of the above however in isolation.  There is always an investment partner
to share in the investment – such as an individual, a business, a college.  And
we work with other partner organisations that share a similar interest in
achieving lifelong learning in Scotland, for example learndirect scotland,
National Training Organisations and universities.  Together we can supply the
diversity needed to deliver lifelong learning as a reality in Scotland.

4. Building on firm foundations
In the 5 years since the International Year of Lifelong Learning, Scotland has
undertaken a number of practical steps to move from the rhetoric into reality.
There is a wealth of experience to build upon – from the development of
innovative and multi-purpose learning centres in employers’ premises, in
libraries, in community premises2, to innovations by universities to deliver
degrees in the workplace3, to partnerships between enterprise companies,
colleges, local authorities, the Employment Service and employers to assist
unemployed people to improve employability and get into work4.

There have been changes to the Scottish landscape too.  These include the
expansion of welfare to work initiatives to reach the excluded and get people
back into work, whether in receipt of Job Seekers Allowance or not.  And new
organisations such as the Scottish Qualifications Authority charged with
delivering a rational and coherent awards system and learndirect scotland
charged with driving demand for learning and attracting people and
businesses into learning through a variety of marketing and PR techniques
provide important building blocks for learning in Scotland.

Of especial interest to us is the alignment of Future Skills Scotland (annex 1)
and Careers Scotland (annex 2) with the lifelong learning and employability
commitment of the enterprise networks.  This now provides complementary
and mutually supportive lifelong learning roles in the enterprise networks and
in the wider community.  It facilitates the link between guidance to people of all
ages, skills and learning policy and provision, and the delivery of high quality
and consistent labour market information.  One of the key roles for Future
Skills Scotland will be to provide labour market information to Careers
Scotland.

The true potential rising from the synergy of the alignment will be the
generation of useful labour market information from the contacts Careers
Scotland will have with employers seeking staff, people looking for work and
people making decisions about training and work.  This information will be

                                                          
2 Glasgow Real – see Annex 7
3 Glasgow Caledonian University Postgraduate Learning Contract Framework www.fst.gcal.ac.uk
4 Lanarkshire Routes to Economic Inclusion- see Annex 8
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valuable to Careers Scotland, the enterprise networks’ investment in learning,
Future Skills Scotland and others.

5. Areas for development
The features of lifelong learning highlight important implications for
development not only of the long-term, overarching lifelong learning strategy
with its explicit goals and its key messages for investors, but also for individual
investors (see annex 3).  Investors like Scottish Enterprise need to start
reflecting the features in it operations in the short-term.

5.1 in work training and work based learning of young people
Going into employment on leaving school is a choice taken by a significant
proportion of Scotland’s ever decreasing population of young people.  Scottish
Enterprise invests the largest proportion of our funds on developing the
potential of people in work.  Work-based learning and young people and their
employers receive the bulk of this investment.

This is not a ‘volume programme’.  It is a programme that guarantees every
young person aged 16-17 not wishing to go to college or university, training to
develop their competence in a chosen occupation.  It has taken five years
since Skillseekers was available network wide to reach the level of success it
has (annex 4) and likewise 3 years to do the same with Modern
Apprenticeships (annex 5).  It takes time to get things right.

Strengths
Over 80% of Skillseekers (including those doing special training) are in work
and their training is negotiated with the employer or its intermediary.  100% of
Modern Apprenticeships are in work.  Training is carried out within industry
recognised frameworks.

The 36,000 on Skillseekers and in Modern Apprenticeships (50:50 in each),
their employers and us all know their training is independently assessed,
accredited and awarded.

All MAs have core skills built into their training and we are incorporating this
into all other Skillseekers programmes as they come up for independent
review led by the SQA.

We are increasingly targeting non-traditional sectors of critical economic
importance, such as MAs in management, international trade and E skills, as
well as more generally increasing employability skills in the workforce such as
call handling and customer care.

Nothing is paid unless progress is achieved so every pound spent of public
money achieves the desired and agreed output. Our investment is based on
outputs – in this case the achievement of a qualification and employment.  The
price and therefore investment in training by the employer and the network are
generated from assessments of returns and investment ability.  For example,
the price of training a toolmaker is £60,000.  Our investment based on
achievements is £8,000.
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Independent evaluations of Skillseekers and MAs show:
� it is a success with employers and trainees5

� it is gaining parity of esteem amongst the peer group with other options

The Public Accounts Committee endorsed its additionality and recognised it
delivers independently assessed outputs for resources spent.  A more recent
impact assessment shows additionality has increased and it has got more
young people involved in training and more employers involved in training.

It has taken nearly 5 years to reach this point of successful delivery.
Underpinning this achievement is the network’s unique ability to deliver work
based vocational education and training driven by our day to day contact with
employers.

Weaknesses and areas for development
There are three main opportunities for improving in work training and work
based learning:
� Make more of the high status and standing of Modern Apprenticeships
� Develop greater flexibilities in delivering core skills and vocational

competencies
� More effectively reach those who do not start or continuously drop out of

post school learning

MAs have now been expanded to all ages.  Adults are able to undertake MAs
as part of their development and the company’s training strategy.  The uptake
of training undertaken in Scotland through Skillseekers and MAs can be
greatly expanded.  Local enterprise companies such as Glasgow and
Lanarkshire have a demand issue that suggests twice as many MAs could be
delivered to meet the needs of local labour markets.  More needs to be done
to address the demand.

We need to review learning provision against the guarantee to young people
aged 16-17.  In today’s labour market we need to recognise that for some
occupations, recruitment does not begin until 18+, especially if we want to
increase the numbers of MAs.  We need to use the intelligence we will be
receiving through Future Skills Scotland to understand the implications of
delivering MAs as a school leaver and recruitment entitlement beyond 16 and
17.

MAs are strong.  Skillseekers however does not have the same cachet yet the
evidence shows it achieves many desirable outcomes.  As we believe in
diversity of choice and the importance placed on competence based training
by employers, our task is to work with employers, Careers Scotland, young
people and their informal careers advisors to demonstrate the benefits of the
work based training programme.

                                                          
5 see annexes 4 and 5 for main results for MAs and Skillseekers
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Choosing employment rather than continuing education is sometimes
perceived as an option for young people who were not able to reach their full
potential through the compulsory schooling system.  We need to work with
Careers Scotland to promote work-based learning as an option which is of
value to Scotland – but it needs to be work-based training of the highest
quality and of a standard that reflects the potential of the young person.

Gender imbalances reflected in industry structures are being reflected in
training uptake.  We are starting work with NTOs on equality issues, especially
gender imbalances across MAs.  As these are a function of the industry
structure itself we will be working with Careers Scotland, Future Skills Scotland
and NTOs to set a longer term plan to tackle these issues during school and
right through working life.

Skillseekers and Modern Apprenticeships are set up to be responsive to the
needs of the labour market as witnessed by their use not only in companies’
training strategies but also in the industry led action plans (e.g. electronics).
However, the systems within which we can develop and deliver new
qualifications that reflect up-to-date industry competence requirements are
overly bureaucratic and slow.  Also, the funding regimes embraced by the
network, which reflect historical operational targets, can mitigate against
flexible employability learning packages in partnership, for example with
colleges.

The Scottish Executive’s Opportunities and Choices Steering Group, of which
we are a member, has been exploring these issues.  We have set up a
number of pilots, which alongside evaluations of the three Fast-Trac models6

and other local network models7 will provide an opportunity to test out
operational flexibilities (Annex 6).

We need to review learning investment against the guarantee to young people
aged 16-17 – to take account of increasing options for young people to start
on a competence-based route to employment whilst still at school.  We have
taken part in pilots with local authorities and would welcome further
examination of this area, for example as part of the Review of Education for
Work.

16% of young people drop out of education, training and other work.  We know
a small proportion will be taking a ‘gap year’, others however are excluded for
a range of negative reasons.   We are expanding additional support needs
(previously Special Training Needs) functions to reflect the Beattie
recommendations to make sure that a young person is able to receive
additional support whilst training in work towards vocational qualifications.  We
believe this will go some way towards overcoming any stigma attached to the
STN label and firmly establishing the right of any young person on Skillseekers
to realise their full potential.

                                                          
6 Fast Trac – for colleges, for employers, for special training needs in Fife.  Unpublished Scottish
Executive evaluation see annex 6
7 Lanarkshire Routes to Inclusion see annex 8
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We believe that there are a number of operational improvements we can make
to increase the effective and efficient delivery of a competence based, in work
training option for young people and their employers.  However, in as much as
it adds choice and diversity, and MAs are in demand by young people, adults
(extended MAs) and employers alike, we consider that additional investment in
the area of Modern Apprenticeships and additional support needs would
quickly progress two objectives.  First, the achievement of a workforce that is
qualified to industry requirements at technically competent levels and second
make employment options a more likely outcome for the significant number of
16-19 year olds who are currently excluded.

5.2 in work training and work based learning of adults
We believe the development of a systematic approach to lifelong learning for
adults is a critical area for the Committee to consider.  Not least because of
the shrinking population and ageing workforce, but also because of the
commitment to lifelong learning, which means continuous learning and
relearning must be available to all members of society – with particular
attention paid to those people and communities who are alienated from
learning and in danger of being excluded.

Our role is in the investment in core skills and technical skills for people at
work, and work based training, including core skills, soft skills and technical
competencies, for people out of work.

People in work
We urgently need to develop a systematic approach to training for people in
work.  Other than the recently expanded MAs to adults, our involvement has
been based on the response to specific opportunities such as the
development of employability modules for biotech-graduates in employment,
or management development modules as part of a wider business
development programme.  Funding for these projects has been largely
discretionary.

Notwithstanding the critical issues of State Aids and additionality, which are
particularly pertinent, to work with employed adults the issues we would want
to develop further are:
� Tax credits – how can Scotland become a pioneer of learning tax credits,

proposals for which have already been floated by the Chancellor
� Return to learn – how do we encourage low income and low skilled people

to learn
� Job rotation initiatives – how do we extend early pilots on the back of

welfare to work/New Deal, employment zones and action teams to get
people into work and upskill people already in work

� Progression and continued learning - for those at more advanced level of
employment, such as managerial and technical levels, what do we need to
do to support progression to and from MAs, for example progression from
an MA to a work-based degree level qualification.
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And generally, what new provision and style of delivery do we need to invest in
with partners – including Unions – to enable all employees to have access to
learning opportunities.

We submit to the committee that we urgently need to develop a systematic
approach to the development of people in work.

People out of work
For adults out of work, in receipt of Job Seekers Allowance and other benefits,
the extension of the welfare to work initiatives provides a ‘work first’
mechanism to get them back into the labour market.

Nevertheless, there remain a number of groups that we need to continue to
support through work-based training and development, given both the
principles underpinning lifelong learning and the fact that demographics
strongly suggest we fail to re-engage particular groups at our peril.

Our strength lies in the ability to deliver employer based training, building on
the models of customised training operating in some parts of the network (see
Annex 9, Training for Work).  It is a dichotomy that our weakness lies in the
fact that the main programme for unemployed adults, Training for Work, has
been unable to respond to labour market changes.  This is partly because of
the connection between the Training Allowance and benefit regulations, but
also with the exception of some excellent practice in the network8, we lost our
focus as New Deal began.

It is clear that there are opportunities between New Deal and the network’s
provision which are not being maximised.  For example, there is more scope
through a customised work-based focus to develop job rotation and job
escalator models that get unemployed people into work and upskill their new
colleagues at the same time.

There is also scope through the work-based approach to develop an all age
response to sectors that are seeking new recruits such as construction.  We
know from labour market information and demographic trends that any desire
to meet recruitment needs will need a concerted effort to attract new recruits
from across all ages, and from groups that traditionally may not have
considered the sectors as appropriate.  Maintaining a workbased approach to
adult development provides an opportunity to do this.

Priority issues for us are:
� developing provision for basic skills training including IT and vocational

training for specific occupancy skills for adults unemployed between 6 and
18 months

� identifying provision needs for other groups, such as older people, lone
parents etc. who have particular requirements (research shows that older

                                                          
8 for example Scottish Enterprise Renfrewshire – Microsoft Programme created in partnership with
Paisley University
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people do not need personal development skills, but do lack IT skills, for
example)

� developing provision in response to labour market adjustments, including
expansions and people at threat of redundancy

We submit to the Committee that the provision and priorities of Training for
Work are reviewed and the different ‘products’ are clearly differentiated to
meet a number of separate requirements.  As part of this exercise, new
providers and provision should be developed along with new models to
encourage low skilled people to learn, job rotation and customised training.

Funding arrangements
We are aware the Committee is particularly interested in funding
arrangements for lifelong learning and we offer the following for consideration.

Whilst the Skillseekers funding is based on outcomes and therefore more
flexible and responsive than an attendance based funding regime would allow,
we do not suggest it is the only right funding regime in support of Scottish
lifelong learning.  For example, Training for Work combines attendance and
outputs, college funding is based on attendance, and the new funding model
for additional support needs (STN as was) combines core funding with
progression funding.

Diversity of provision is a key principle.  Thus, examination of funding regimes
would need to make sure diversity is supported – and that the needs of people
and businesses can be met.  We are not convinced of the ability of a single
funding stream to cover the investment by the public sector in learning
provision across the whole gamut of post 16 education.

We agree that overlap and duplication of funding must be dealt with.  We
believe that there is an opportunity to build on the work of the Joint Lifelong
Learning Group and the memorandum of understanding that is being
generated between the Funding Councils and the Enterprise Networks, using
evidence from the Opportunities and Choices pilots and each organisation’s
management information systems, to get this sorted out in the short term.

The setting of local priorities and actions happens already – examples quoted
already include Glasgow, Lanarkshire and Fife.  Whilst the strategy is under
development, we believe a short term action could be for this to be done
across all regions, within a framework provided by Smart Successful Scotland
and led by the Funding Councils and the enterprise networks.  This
incremental approach will crucially allow time for Careers Scotland and Future
Skills Scotland to start to play their roles.

The economic and value for money arguments for institutional change must be
predicated on clear strategic objectives and goals.  Without these, institutional
change is not appropriate and may be counter productive.  For example, the
potential afforded by the network’s unique position of day to day contact with
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employers should not be underestimated in any model to skill and develop
Scotland’s workforce. The costs of disconnecting the existing system to set up
another without carefully defined objectives would need careful evaluation as
part of the longer-term strategy.

That said, we also believe that according to the vision and consequent
features of lifelong learning, a mechanism that supports management and
choices of learning by individual people and businesses, should be a feature
of the longer-term strategy. A mechanism to achieve this revolves around the
concept of a lifelong learning account.  NB: It is important to hold firmly to the
fact that such an account is simply the means to the end.  With that end being
a population, which seeks continuously to examine its potential and
consistently develop it, there are a great many hurdles to overcome which are
more ingrained than a simple access tool.  For example, we need to take
account of the lessons from the pilot of training credits during the early 90s
which suggested young people were not willing or ready to take ownership of
their own learning.

At this stage we suggest that more work needs to be done on the motivations
and incentives that would attract people to manage their own learning.  We
also need to allow Future Skills Scotland and Careers Scotland the opportunity
to start operating effectively.  These are critical components in a person’s
management of learning and in the development of a pricing policy to guide
investors.

For businesses, with the advent of tax credits and the developments planned
for Investors in People, it is possible that learning accounts can be developed
in a shorter timeframe.  Whilst experience suggests that incremental
development is more likely to assure long term success, it would be possible
to examine the potential of business learning accounts as part of the
development of IIP.

Strategy and funding continued:

We would submit that the Committee recommends the Executive should be
charged with establishing the lifelong learning strategy, taking responsibility for
specifying national priorities and ensuring no perverse incentives are
generated.  It should direct the full range of institutions and agencies to work
together on identifying the shared targets that need to be delivered and then
fund according to national priorities.

In the short term, the Funding Councils and the enterprise networks should
continue to work together to identify areas of overlap and duplication of
funding, and to begin facilitation of regional work arrangements to contribute to
Smart Successful Scotland.

5.3 Businesses, employers and capacity building of learning suppliers
Businesses of all kinds – private, public and third sector – have increasing
understanding of the need to continuously update technical and managerial
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skills and to develop a long-term strategy for all employees.  However, we
must allow for the fact that SMEs in particular lack the resources to develop
sophisticated learning strategies.  We must also enable SMEs especially to
influence the content and context of learning and to tailor provision to their
needs.  We need to motivate businesses, just like people, through incentives
and rewards.

Resources to develop learning strategies
The network invests in businesses through the skills development
programmes, cluster action plans and industry bespoke training services.  The
other area of real potential in fostering lifelong learning in businesses to
increase performance is Investors in People.   We are currently developing IIP
with the Scottish Executive and IIP Scotland to realise that potential.  We are
particularly interested in:
� Communications and relationships between Scottish Enterprise, IIP

Scotland, IIP UK and the delivery network
� Effective and efficient delivery – by the network and expanding to other

providers of business advice
� Marketing – developing a comprehensive marketing strategy for IIP which

is based on evaluated benefits to business
� New markets – developing a more flexible product for SMEs with a more

appropriate funding package
� Post recognition support – currently not available as standard, but offers

potential for making explicit connections to wider learning opportunities
� Support mechanisms and advisor regulation

Businesses influencing learning
We have three distinctive roles:
� Future Skills Scotland will provide critical labour market information to

academic institutions and other providers.  This information should provide
the context within which supply can begin to match demand.

� We make sure our own investment is continually updated in light of Future
Skills Scotland and knowledge gleaned from day to day contact with
businesses.  This ranges from Skillseekers development being industry led
(see annex 6, Opportunities and Choices for illustrations) to skills strategies
forming a fundamental element of cluster plans.  These identify learning
provision that needs to be updated – for example, the research plans for
biotech and IT identify the need for graduates to have employability skills.

� We act as a catalyst between providers and businesses.  Examples of
where this has taken hold include the development of industry led college
consortia – biotechnology and microelectronics – and the Alba Project.

In order to develop capacity of providers to respond to businesses we should
adopt a facilitating role using pump priming only if necessary in partnership
with others.   In terms of future development areas for the network, we need to
be quite clear of the market failure we are addressing.

The development of new learning products and methods of delivery – for
example ‘e-learning’ – is an exciting area.  This is a growing market
opportunity for institutions and other providers and we need to support them,
not displace them.  We are working on an e-learning plan to do just that.
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5.4 Operating opportunities for improvement – all investment
The Committee will be familiar with the network’s business transformation
process which seeks to improve buying practices, reduce transactions costs
(such as multiple audits and contracts) and improve the identification and
distribution of good practice – from the network and elsewhere.

These opportunities will be examined for lifelong learning activities of the
network.  ‘Early wins’ have been identified for an on-line option for IIP support
and a shared service for training audits and monitoring.  The principle of
‘customer first’ underpins the business transformation process – in the case of
lifelong learning this means people and businesses.  Operating improvements
will be developed where they improve our relationship with both groups.

5.5 Concluding remarks
The alignment of Careers Scotland and Future Skills Scotland with the
investment ability in the network brings together resources, knowledge and
connections to foster lifelong learning as genuine reality for people and
businesses.

Diversity is key – but all investors will need to be responsive and flexible to
meet the ever-changing demands of a complex labour market.  In this market,
employers are looking for people who are job-ready – with the technical skills,
core skills and soft skills necessary to survive and prosper in the work
environment.

In this market, lifelong learning returns to the economy and to society are
complementary and reinforce each other.  People take a central role – and we
have to work together to encourage more and more take-up of learning from
all parts of society.

In this market, a key motivation to learn is improved performance for
businesses and improved incomes for people.  We have to make sure that
promotion is matched by ease of access.

Scottish Enterprise looks forward to playing its distinctive role to achieve the
vision of lifelong learning in Scotland.
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Future Skills Scotland
Annex 1

Future Skills Scotland (FSS) will contribute to improving the operation of the
labour market by providing better intelligence to people, employers, suppliers
of education and training and others.  Its work will focus on three areas:

� improving the accessibility, quality and consistency of labour market
intelligence;

� developing products and services for use by Careers Scotland; and
� undertaking labour market analysis to support the design and

development of labour market interventions.

The early work of FSS will include:

� developing internet capability for disseminating labour market intelligence.
The aim is to place intelligence and accessible analytical tools in the
hands of users.  Electronic dissemination will be accompanied by local
presentations and training sessions throughout Scotland in 2002;

� analysing the characteristics of people of working age who are not in work.
This will provide evidence about the complex and heterogeneous nature of
the large group of people who are not in work and is a necessary starting
point for the enterprise networks refining interventions targeted at
addressing some of the barriers to employability.  The work will start in
January 2001 and be completed in summer 2002;

� undertaking a survey of employers to assess the nature and extent of
recruitment difficulties.  This will provide evidence about the sectoral,
occupational and spatial concentration of recruitment difficulties. The
results will help employers, education and training providers and the
enterprise networks to identify priorities and plan their activities.  Initial
results will be available in summer 2002;

� preparing a forward-looking statement of labour market issues.  It will
highlight the key labour market issues facing Scotland and will be
published in April 2002; and

� working with Careers Scotland to develop a range of products and
services for use by advisers in delivering services to their clients.  Work
has already begun to identify the intelligence requirements of Careers
Scotland staff.  This will inform the development of appropriate products
and services.

FSS covers all of Scotland and will have staff in Scottish Enterprise and
Highlands and Islands Enterprise.  It has begun to develop working
relationships with the further and higher education sectors, local economic
forums, national training organisations, business organisations, unions, SUfI,
local authorities and a range of functions in the Scottish Executive.
Maintaining these relationships and disseminating effectively labour market
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intelligence and the results of its analysis are essential to FSS contributing
constructively to improving the operation of the Scottish labour market.
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Careers Scotland (Scottish Enterprise area) Annex 2

Careers Scotland is being formed by merging 17 independent Careers
Companies, 17 Adult Guidance Networks, 22 Education Business
Partnerships and 22 Local Learning Partnerships. The new organisation will be
aligned to SE and HIE – from April 2002, staff from these agencies will
transfer to become employees of Scottish Enterprise or HIE.

The key drivers for change to the existing arrangements are:

a) the need to provide a more integrated, coherent range of services through
a single organisation   -  customers are confused as to where to go for
help;

b) the need to raise quality standards (which are currently patchy) in all parts
of the country to the level of the best;

c) the opportunity for synergy with Scottish Enterprise (and HIE) particularly in
relation to influencing learning and skills provision and capitalising on the
development of Future Skills Scotland.

Careers Scotland will have a national focus and brand from the outset, with
national service specifications and quality standards coming on stream in April
2002.  A phased approach has to be taken, with developments being staged
over the next 2 years.  The immediate priority will be to ensure the transfer
and merger are smoothly effected and that users do not experience a dip in
service provision during the transitional phase. Most of the Careers Scotland
senior management team is now in place.  Given the experience of SQA and
other organisations - which have tried to achieve too much change too quickly
without the necessary infrastructure – the Committee should expect to see
incremental improvements over the next 2-year period.

The Vision

The emerging Vision for Careers Scotland is to be ambitious for the people of
Scotland, supporting individuals in developing and realising their career
aspirations throughout their working lives.

The Mission

The Mission is to provide access to an integrated range of information,
guidance, developmental experiences and support services. This will enable
individuals of all ages to maximise their career potential throughout their
lifetime within the context of an ever-changing labour market.

Careers Scotland will, both directly and working with other agencies, assist
individuals to:

� understand the changing labour market, understand their own career
options and routes, and develop their personal career planning skills;
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� recognise their own potential to become the innovators and entrepreneurs
of the future;

� acquire and upgrade the skills they need for their ongoing career change
and development;

� raise their career expectations and aspirations to match their potential;
� overcome barriers to achievement of their potential.

Annex 2 (contd)

Performance Management

Whilst the Business Plan for Careers Scotland is still in development, a
comprehensive performance management and measurement system, to cover
the SE and HIE area, is being developed in conjunction with the Scottish
Executive to ensure that the objectives in relation to Smart Successful
Scotland and the national priorities for Education are addressed to high quality
standards across the country.
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Features of lifelong learning and implications for
strategic development  Annex 3

Features Implications
Learning is not a one-off. We must allow for continuous development.

People need to be adaptable, versatile,
flexible, innovative.  Quick on their feet
and quick to learn.

We need to be geared towards developing
people who are highly competent and multi-
skilled with a broad set of behaviours that
are akin to entrepreneurialism.

The needs and motivations of the
individual learner are critical components
of success.

We must match people’s preferred styles of
learning, pace of learning and place of
learning.  There is no one size that will fit
all, diversity is of the essence.  We need to
motivate individuals through incentives and
rewards.

The concept of a job for life is
disappearing fast and we will have several
jobs and even careers throughout our
lives.

We need to allow several learning
experiences to take place.  (NB Careers
Scotland has been established in explicit
recognition of the fact choices and
decisions will be made throughout life.)

The need for continuous development is
particularly acute in areas where the pace
of technological change is especially rapid
(e.g. engineering).

We must be fast, flexible and responsive
and geared to understanding skills needs of
the economy.
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Businesses of all kinds – private, public
and third sector – have increasing
understanding of the need to continuously
update technical and managerial skills
and to develop a long-term strategy for all
employees.

We must allow for the fact that SMEs in
particular lack the resources to develop
sophisticated learning strategies.  We must
also enable SMEs especially to influence
the content and context of learning and to
tailor provision to their needs.  We need to
motivate businesses, just like individuals,
through incentives and rewards.

Lifelong learning begins at school if not
before.

We need to recognise this and build in the
characteristics of lifelong learning
throughout the school experience.  This
includes the need to develop potential
including personal development, reflecting
preferred styles of learning.  And
developing the skills not just to gather
information, but to understand how it fits
together, what it all means and how to use it
effectively – which is how we survive and
prosper in the complex world outside the
school environment.  A lot of post 16
delivery in Scotland is geared towards
dealing with consequences9 of a schooling
system which is working hard to catch up
with lifelong learning requirements10.

                                                          
9 Adult Literacy and Numeracy strategy, basic survival skills
10 Glasgow City Council opening up Skillseekers/vocational qualifications to students at school, Higher
Still, Review of Education for Work
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Skillseekers Annex 4

Some key findings from the most recent independent research and Network
Management Information on Scottish Enterprise (SE) Network funded
Skillseekers1 programmes are set out below:

� Qualification Attainment levels are rising and more young people are
achieving at higher levels.

� Employer involvement is increasing and more young people are now
employed on the programme.

� Costs to the public purse to deliver Skillseekers are reducing and
additionality levels are increasing.

� Skillseekers offers choice to young people who wish to enter the work-
place learning route and there is a wide range of Vocational Qualifications
(VQs) available.

Achievements

From SE’s inception, over 124,000 VQs have been achieved by young people
on the Network’s youth initiatives.  In common with other education and
training players, SE has made considerable efforts to improve provision to
quality standards.

Progress has been achieved: from 1995/6 - when Skillseekers was offered
Network wide - there has been a 13% increase in the number of qualifications
achieved per young person starting on the programme. There has also been a
drive to increase attainment at higher levels: of the 14,711 VQs achieved last
year, 37% of these were at Level 3 plus; an increase of 11% from 1995/6.

Employer Involvement

Successive governments have adopted VQs because they satisfy employer
needs for vocational learning which provides more job-ready recruits. They are
defined by the industries themselves; meet national occupational standards
and numerous studies have highlighted their benefits.

A key strength of the Skillseekers programme is in its contact with the
employer base in Scotland: 78% of all Skillseekers are employed status  – a
rise of 32% since 1995/6. There has been a 44% increase in the number of
employers taking part since the 1998 evaluation2, with some 13,000 employers
now participating.

Although Skillseekers is about learning rather than job creation, last year 78%
of ex-Skillseekers rated the programme as useful in helping them achieve
employment.  A Scottish Executive3 survey found that those who had no

                                                          
1 Skillseekers includes Special Training Needs and Modern Apprenticeships (MAs).  See Annex 5 for
more detailed information on MAs.
2 The Evaluation of Skillseekers, PACEC, 1998
3 Scottish School Leaver Survey: 17 in 1991, Scottish Executive, 2000
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Skillseekers component in their job were more than twice as likely to say it was
not the sort of employment they wished to pursue in the future.

Annex 4 (contd)

Value-for-Money and Additionality

The National Audit Office report (2000) recognised the value-for-money
offered by Skillseekers as well as areas for development.  Considerable work
has been ongoing since then to increase the benefits accrued by the public
sector. Progress has been made in delivering VQs and improving training
quality standards, while costs have fallen.  The cost per VQ achieved has
decreased by 22% from 1995/6.

SE has also been able to offer training opportunities consistently to meet the
“training guarantee” for 16 and 17 year olds, and has been broadly effective in
assessing local labour markets, and meeting targets for training starts.

In response to the Audit Office report, the quality of management information
has been improved considerably with the introduction of a corporate training
information system across the Network.

Successive evaluations have found the impact of Skillseekers in increasing
awareness and participation in training to VQ standards to be positive, and
that the nature of additionality is primarily related to both the scale and quality
of training.

In response to the Audit Report, the Network has made extensive efforts to
improve the additionality of Skillseekers. The most recent study11 found that
the position has improved.  The proportion of employers that would have
recruited and trained to VQ levels without Skillseekers support has fallen to
between 26% and 28% from between 50% and 75%

Choice

The Skillseekers option addresses the diversity requirement inherent in
Lifelong Learning by providing choice for young people who wish to follow a
work-based learning route.  VQs provide learners and employers with a
framework around which competence to do the job can be recognised.

There are 1,675 Scottish VQs covering most occupational areas.  The training
routes offered to young people are based, like any other programme, on
labour market requirements and ability levels.
� Of Level 2 achievements, Administration is the top VQ reflecting the 14%

employed within clerical occupations in Scotland, and the strength of
service based industries across the economy.

� In 2001/2 there were twice as many VQs achieved in performing
manufacturing operations than hairdressing.

                                                          
11 EKOS  Skillseekers: Identifying Additionality, 2001
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Where there is no VQ determined for that particular job area, the SE Network
does accommodate alternatives.  In 2001/2, some 206 trainees achieved 48
non-Vocational Qualifications including NCs to HNDs, covering occupations as
diverse as nature conservation to tyre fitting.

Annex 4 (contd)

Areas for Development

The SE Network is currently involved in developing the following areas:

� Ensuring more young people participate in education or training post-
school.

� The introduction of a revised Network model for young people with
additional support needs (previously Special Training Needs)

� Increasing Level 3 and Modern Apprenticeship (MA) achievement levels.
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Modern Apprenticeships (MAs) Annex 5

Some of the key findings from the most recent independent research and SE’s
own management information on SE Network funded Modern Apprenticeships
are set out below.

� Modern Apprenticeships are positively viewed by both employers and
young people

� Employer involvement and benefits are strong
� Young people benefit from participation and more are now achieving higher

qualification levels
� Better training is taking place because of public sector support for MAs

Positive positioning

Among individuals and businesses that do know about the programme,
Modern Apprenticeships is entirely associated with positive views.1 In a recent
study2, MAs were praised as providing an excellent start for users.  Training
was also considered to be well organised and provided a worthwhile
qualification.  MA learners were identified by their peers as self-confident and
more driven, with a forward looking view of their training needs.  Trainees had
a more open and positive attitude to training in general, but with a strong
preference for training to be essentially on-the-job.

Benefits and higher achievement levels for Young People

MAs are a key element in driving higher levels of achievement for young
people.  The proportion of young people who are in-training following MA
routes through Skillseekers has increased from 32% in 1998/9 to 51% at
present. The two Enterprise Networks are on-track to achieve the target of
20,000 in training by 2003.  The SE Network has 17,800 MA learners in-
training to date. Young people benefit by participation in MAs through the
acquisition of recognised qualifications, the enhancement of career prospects
and the opportunity to work in a good firm.

Employer Involvement and benefits

Modern Apprenticeships enjoys a high degree of employer involvement.  All
Modern Apprentices are employed status and surveys provide strong evidence
that the MA model works for both the learner and the employer.

Benefits to business include a better trained and qualified workforce, and
easing of recruitment and staff retention problems.  Survey evidence suggests
that staff loyalty is even higher among Modern Apprentices than firms
appreciate.  For smaller firms in particular, consultation evidence suggests that
MA is attractive because it is work-based, and provides training supplier

                                                          
1 Review of Modern Apprenticeships in Scotland, Scottish Executive, 2001, unpublished draft
2 Review of National Training Programmes, SW1 Consultancy, 2000 (unpublished)
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support to manage the training process, which SMEs might have difficulty in
dealing with themselves.

It is seen as an instrument which is clearly associated with developing skills for
business and economic development.

Annex 5 (contd)

Additionality

Survey evidence suggests that many firms acknowledge that more and better
training of young people was undertaken in the company as a result of Modern
Apprenticeships.  Of those companies who would have undertaken the same
training without support, this would not have resulted in accreditation or
recognition of qualifications.  This is important to young people as it
recognises their level of competence.

Areas for Development

� Work is underway to address structural weaknesses to improve MA take-
up in non-traditional sectors and ethnic minority and female participation.

� Awareness programmes to improve the uptake of MAs in general
�����Collaboration to improve delivery in rural areas
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Opportunities and Choices, including Fast-Trac
Annex 6

Fast Trac

The recent evaluation1 of Fast-Trac found that it was “not a single integrated
model of education and training for young people, as originally intended.
Rather, it has three main components that are funded and administered
relatively distinctly."  These were characterised as: the College model; the
Employer model, and provision for young people with Special Training Needs

Key Lessons

Fast-Trac has increased participation by under-18s in full-time non-advanced
further education, although this declined - against national trends - in the
employer model. From interviews with young people, the College Model
seems to offer an effective intervention in overcoming difficulties in making the
transition from school to work, especially for those young people with a
negative experience of school.

Overall employers reported that arrangements under Fast-Trac were
satisfactory, larger companies in particular welcomed their more direct role in
contracting of training.

The consultants found ambiguity around the use and understanding of the
concept of integration. They recommended that focus should be placed on
“progression” and “articulation” and concluded that Fast-Trac had acted as a
catalyst for development in these areas.

During the last five years the development of Fast-Trac has seen the
relationships

between the four colleges and the LEC mature into a more strategic
partnership,

supported by formal agreements, to develop education and training in Fife.

Opportunities and Choices

In 1999, the Scottish Office published the “Opportunities and Choices“
consultation document, which proposed a review of post compulsory
education and training for young people between the ages of 16 to 18.  The
Executive identified five key themes from the consultation responses:

� Reduce duplication of learning
� Create more integrated courses of FE and training
� Improve transfer and progression
� Extend the range of qualification in Skillseekers
� Simplify funding arrangements

                                                          
1 Fast-Trac:  Evaluation and Issues of Transfer, for the Scottish Executive, 2001
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A working group was established comprising the Enterprise Networks, the FE
sector, NTOs and employers to investigate further the development of these
themes in the current education and training environment. The Executive
requested that the Network create a number of pilots, in addition to the Fast-
Trac model in Fife, to test the themes. Currently, 3 pilots are operational:

Annex 6 (contd)

� SE Edinburgh and Lothian pilot in partnership with NEC and West Lothian
College, is delivering a customised Modern Apprenticeship alongside the
HNC.

� SE Forth Valley pilot in partnership with Falkirk College and local
employers is delivering an engineering Modern Apprenticeship to 35 full
time learners.

� SE Renfrewshire pilot in partnership with Reid Kerr College, IBM and
Renfrewshire Council is offering a progression route to an academic
qualification in addition to the SVQ.

The key findings of the recent independent review2 found:

� Pilots have demonstrated some flexible and creative thinking and several
examples of good practice have emerged including the delivery of an HNC
by Open Learning in the Reid Kerr pilot; the customisation and fast tracking
of a MA programme for NEC, and the development of partnership between
colleges, Employers and LECs.

� Implementation of pilots has identified practical issues in the development
of proposals into viable programmes relating to working within existing
funding regimes; local market conditions, priorities and demands e.g.
downturn in semiconductor industry, and limited capacity within current
systems to be innovative without incurring additional costs.

Next Steps

Building on from the Fast Trac evaluation and the review of the pilots, SE has
submitted a further proposal for additional pilot activity to the Opportunities
and Choices Steering Group for consideration.  These pilots are planned to
start in the New Year and will address:

� Simplified funding arrangements – funding for new pilots will be from a
discrete budget and not an amalgam of existing funding arrangements.

� Extending the range of qualifications - HNC, NC and vendor qualifications
such as Microsoft Office user will be supported alongside SVQs and MAs

� Develop a model for employers, which enables customisation of training
programmes.

� Develop a process that recognises prior learning and achievements.
� Identify the true cost of vocational training.

                                                          
2 Review of Integrated Programme Pilots, Kerson Associates Ltd 2001(unpublished)
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Glasgow Real 
Annex 7

Real is a unique partnership between Scottish Enterprise Glasgow, Glasgow
City Council, the University of Glasgow, the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow
Caledonian University, the Glasgow Colleges Group and Learning & Teaching
Scotland.  The aim of which is ‘to provide Glasgow’s citizens with the highest
quality learning possible, at all levels and in accessible ways’.  The principle
tactic is to leverage as much value from the £930m spent annually on learning
in the city.  This is achieved by eliminating unnecessary duplication and
collaborating to realise economies of scale.

In effect the Real partnership provides an integrated learning environment
spanning both the physical and the virtual via some 150 community and
business based learning centres linked via a broadband digital network.  The
partnership is truly unique in a number of ways:

� Lifelong and ‘lifewide’ learning: the constituent partners span all stages
and types of learning.  From pre-school to apprenticeships, from higher
education to community learning.

� Client centred: No money is spent on marketing.  The partnership
depends on the strength and appropriateness of its products and services
to ‘sell themselves’.  It is envisaged that there will be 20,000 individual
learners by the end of March 2001 and some 100,000 within five years.

� No compulsion: Partners are involved of their own volition.

� Transparency and accountability: performance information, with details
of costs and so forth are published on the partnership web site together
with details of quality surveys and evaluations.

Web address: www.intoreal.com
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Annex 8

Lanarkshire Routes to Economic Inclusion – developing an integrated
approach

Lanarkshire’s public sector partners are working together to ensure a more
cohesive and integrated approach to helping people back into work.  Scottish
Enterprise Lanarkshire (SEL) took the lead in a project to review all
employment-related services available to unemployed people in 1998.  The
objective was and remains to eliminate duplication and confusion for those
most at risk and experiencing difficulties accessing labour market
opportunities.

Background

Addressing the needs of unemployed people and supporting them into work
has been a key element of public sector agency activity in Lanarkshire for
many years.  However, the response to the problems following the demise of
the traditional industries has tended to focus on more physical development
issues.

The Changing Gear12 (1997) economic development strategy, as well as
related strategies developed by Councils, reflected the major changes which
had taken place in the area, and firmly shifted the focus onto the people of
Lanarkshire, and the need to ensure that all residents had opportunities to fully
participate in and contribute to the social and economic life of the area.
Partnership working – mainly consisting of North and South Lanarkshire
Councils, Scottish Enterprise Lanarkshire, Lanarkshire Careers Service and
the Employment Service  - has developed and matured over time.  This has
resulted in the more effective introduction of the New Deal.

Research and Stock-take

The partnership undertook a series of research and stock-take exercises,
designed to better understand the needs of the client group, improve
awareness and assess impact of services, and to develop an improved
infrastructure.  This provided a strong basis for the work of the partnership and
placed New Deal within the broader improving long-term employability, and
tacking barriers to employment.

The review of services to unemployed people made a series of
recommendations to improve provision.  These included:

� Establish a formal mechanisms that drives overall partnership – the Routes
to Economic Inclusion group is now confirmed as a formal task group
within the Local Economic Forum

                                                          
12 Changing Gear: The Lanarkshire alliance partnership strategy building on the former Lanarkshire
regeneration strategy.  Partners:  Scottish Enterprise Lanarkshire, North Lanarkshire Council, South
Lanarkshire Council and Scottish Homes.
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� Identify priority areas and clients and provide a service structure, which
removes duplication and maximises impact.

� Introduce standardised service-level agreements between partners and
providers

� Improve the dissemination and use of labour market information
� Establish intermediary organisations  - this was a key lesson, based on

national policy changes and US experience.  Following research, it became
clear that some approaches such as Wildcat were not relevant.  An
alternative model between ‘Employer’ and ‘Community’ intermediaries has
been created.

Annex 8 (contd)

Remit of the Routes to Inclusion Group

A great deal of progress has been made to provide a clearer, more client
orientated and effective network.  There is genuine Agencies’ commitment to
integration and co-ordination of efforts in partnership, and commitment to
review and update to improve impact.  An essential aspect of this is ensuring
partnership structures themselves are as effective as possible.  The remit
includes both strategy formulation and co-ordination and monitoring, and tasks
include:

� Developing overall partnership activity supporting unemployed people into
work

� Ongoing review and refinement of partnership strategy
� Jointly agreeing priorities and identifying relevant sources of funding
� Establishing specific action plans, and allocating roles and responsibilities

to progress
� Researching and preparing for the implementation of new national policy
� Ensuring the right strategic links to connect partnership activities to the

Social Justice and Lifelong Learning agendas
� Ensuring clarity in service provision for both geography and client groups
� Monitoring progress on action plans
� Co-ordinating external funding bids
� Developing consistent performance improvement tools
� Developing and implementing quality monitoring systems and applying

processes for improved service delivery

Group Membership

The Routes to Economic Inclusion Group involves appropriate representation
from the key partners including: Scottish Enterprise Lanarkshire, North
Lanarkshire Council, South Lanarkshire Council, Lanarkshire Careers Service,
the Employment Service, Lanarkshire College Consortium, Lanarkshire
Councils for Voluntary Service, and Lanarkshire Business Support Group
(including Scottish Business in the Community).  This group will also include
contribution, when appropriate, from NHS Lanarkshire and Community
Scotland.
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The maturity of the partnership has ensured that policy changes and new
initiatives have been addressed in a more structured way e.g. Scottish
Executive Inclusiveness Initiative and the Action for Jobs project.  All partners
agree that major improvements in the delivery of the economic inclusion
agenda have and continue to be made locally.  This approach could equally
apply to other strategic developments with the caution that success will not be
achieved overnight.

Benefits

There have been considerable tangible benefits to date.  The partnership now
has an agreement on respective areas of responsibility and strength and a
clearer understanding of the entire social justice agenda.  The key input to the
community dimension is managed by North and South Lanarkshire Councils,
while employer activity is led by Scottish Enterprise Lanarkshire.  Examples of
benefits realised include:

� Major project development – the co-ordination of activities has clearly
influenced other players evidenced by the genuine involvement of
economic inclusion activity with major projects such as Ravenscraig,
Gartcosh and Inward Investment activity.

Annex 8 (contd)

� Social Inclusion Partnerships – all 5 Lanarkshire partnership areas are
becoming more effective through understanding of respective remits.
Community representatives have commented on the improvements this
has brought.

� Youth Inclusion Initiatives – key organisations are now working closely
together to tackle the most serious issues affecting youth exclusion.
Financial support combined with appropriate input from partners such as
Social Work, Housing, Drug Action Teams, Police and the Health Board
has been a feature of these initiatives.

� Community Intermediaries – a more structured approach to pan-
Lanarkshire development is enabling partnership resources to be more
effective at the heart of communities.

� Employer Intermediaries – although in the early stages of development, the
Lanarkshire Business Support Group is regarded by the partnership as the
main method of engaging the private sector in the Social Justice Agenda.

� European Funding – a more co-ordinated approach will identify at a
Lanarkshire level where additional funding is required and application will
be made by the most appropriate organisation on behalf of the partnership.
This structure is also well positioned to respond to requests for support
from other organisations in Social Inclusion.

While these highlight the advantages that the improved process structure has
brought to particular projects, there have undoubtedly been considerable
benefits to the communities and individuals that are at the heart of all
activities.  This has led to greater take up of opportunities and removed the
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potential for people to fall through the net.  The long-term benefit should be
significant.

Conclusion

The partners are confident that considerable progress has been made.  There
is, however, much still to be done but it is evident that as results are being
achieved other organisations and wider parts of the partner organisations are
becoming involved and more committed to a co-ordinated approach to
delivering the economic inclusion agenda.
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Training for Work Annex 9

Some key findings from the most recent research and SE’s own Management
Information on the Training For Work (TFW) programme are set our below.

The broad policy aim of TFW is to develop the skills and employability of the
long term unemployed and inactive people to enable them to progress into
sustainable employment.  Wide consultation, as part of a recent Executive
review13, demonstrated a high degree of commitment and support for the
broad objectives and approach of the programme.  TFW has 2 key themes:

� �ssisting the long term unemployed to gain jobs
� Responding to shifts in the labour market, both expansion and contraction

Gaining Employment

The TFW main client group is the over 25’s who are 6 months plus
unemployed.  Research shows that after 6 months of continuous
unemployment, the chances of gaining a job are severely diminished.

Over 72,000 people have progressed from the programme into Positive
Outcomes following participation on TFW over the lifetime of the Scottish
Enterprise Network.  Last year, nearly 48% of completers achieved job
outcomes, which compares favourably to New Deal performance for the same
year.  Despite fewer clients -  but with a wider range of development issues -
the programme’s success rate has improved.  In 1992/3 there was one
positive outcome for every 5 people who started, now there is 1 positive
outcome for every 3 people who start.

There is also evidence of sustainability of activity where 8-14 months after
leaving TFW, 47% of ex-trainees were employed or self-employed and a
further 10% were in education or training. One third of employers reported
positive experiences after recruiting staff from TFW and half felt that TFW had
made a significant difference to the employability of trainees.

Flexibility

TFW has responded to the needs of the labour market in terms of developing
greater flexibility around those entering the programme and the type of training
offered.  Eligibility has been expanded to provide earlier entry to those who are
most disadvantaged and to respond to shifts within the economy.  The
following additional groups are now eligible for early entry: those with literacy
and numeracy problems or difficulties with basic English; people with
disabilities; those returning to the labour market; ex-offenders and ex-regulars;
lone parents; victims of large scale redundancy; those over 50 years of age,
and SIP residents.

Flexibilities have also been introduced around the type of training offered.
While over 53,000 vocational qualifications have been achieved by
                                                          
13 Cambridge Policy Consultants for the Scottish Executive, 2000, unpublished
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programme participants since 91/2, shorter, job focused qualifications have
been introduced including provision for construction-related safety certificates,
fork-lift truck driving and hygiene for food-handlers.  A notable example of
flexibility is in the e-employability project which attracted over 2,200
participants. This project highlighted the potential of “branded qualifications”
such as ECDL, Cisco, and Microsoft to provide a potentially powerful tool for
levering additional benefits and quality in the provision of ICT training in TFW.

Annex 9 (contd)

Responding to Job Losses

The SE Network is a partner in the Partnership Action for Continuing
Employment (PACE) initiative. This was launched by the Scottish Executive in
March 2000, with the aim of work proactively with companies and other public
agencies to alleviate job losses. A recent review14 published by the Scottish
Executive outlines that PACE puts Scotland in the lead compared to the rest of
the UK in terms of developing a coherent and consistent approach to dealing
with redundancies.

Areas for Development

The SE Network is currently addressing the following development areas in
relation to TFW:

� reaching more of those who are currently inactive within the labour market
� the integration of core skills within TFW provision
� cohesion of TFW with New Deal provision
� adult-work based development for the low-skilled and low paid
� to work as effectively as possible with people who are still in work but

where a redundancy programme has been announced
� incorporating the lessons of the New Futures Fund

                                                          
14 Partnership Action for Continuing Employment (PACE), 2001 Review, Scottish Executive
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Responding to high technology skill requirements Annex 10

This annex focuses on the SE Network’s role in relation to higher skilled
technology requirements.  It highlights the development of a talent strategy
and examples of work in response to specific sectors.

High Technology Talent Strategy

The high technology industries in Scotland need to recruit individuals with
skills where there is currently an acknowledged shortage worldwide.  Among
companies with a R & D focus, up to 80% of employers in Scotland are
reporting problems recruiting systems architects, digital and analogue design
engineers, software engineers and developers, test, mechanical and electronic
design engineers.

Scottish Enterprise is currently developing a Talent Strategy for Scotland
which seeks to achieve two strategic goals: securing the supply of suitably
qualified and motivated individuals to support key technology industries and,
support the growth of the high technology business base through developing
the skills needed to support entrepreneurship and new business creation.

The Talent strategy has elements relating to the school infrastructure, post-16
Lifelong Learning players, attracting skilled workers within and without
Scotland and retaining those currently employed within the sector.  It
complements both the Science Strategy and the Electronics Action Plan.

The development of the strategy is the result of a wide-ranging consultative
exercise.   Scottish Enterprise’s role in addressing high technology skills
requirements, is to act as a catalyst to bring various institutional players (e.g.
Further and Higher Education, schools, recruitment companies etc.) together
with industry to respond to skills needs, and, where possible, integrate
requirements within Skillseekers, Modern Apprenticeships and Training For
Work.

Examples of Responses to Sectoral Requirements

The SE Network has also developed numerous interventions in response to
skill requirements within industry growth plans, the best known of which is the
learning element of the ALBA project.  Other examples include:

� SEEL’s Software Academy, which is being rolled out across the Network,
has been successful in matching 300 graduates with SMEs with ICT
vacancies.

� 52 graduates participated in 3 LEC graduate summer camps.  This
addressed concerns regarding the employability of computing science
software graduates and the need to expand the pool of appropriate labour
for the Scottish Software Sector. An evaluation showed that 3 months after
the courses, 68% of participants were employed and that 50% of these
were with SMEs.
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� The SE Network has played a catalytic role in developing industry-college
consortia for both the biotechnology and microelectronics sectors.  These
consortia aim to develop centres of training excellence to meet the
particular industry’s requirements and achieve economies of scale.  The
company partners concentrate their investment and training business in the
small number of Colleges they have designated to be members.  In the
case of the microelectronics consortia, work has continued to develop
college capability despite the industry downturn.


